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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

 

Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community 

leaders, public officials – inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service 

organizations, the following list emerged as issues needing media attention and 

support. 

 

The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced 

shows and newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement 

campaigns and sales marketing campaigns. 

 

Community Issues 

 

Accidents and Disasters    Environment 
 

Business & Industry     Foreign News 

 

Children & Youth     Funerals and Memorials 

 

Consumer      Government and Politics 

 

Court and Legal Decisions    Health and Medical 

 

Crime and Law Enforcement   Housing 

 

Cultural       Immigration 

 

Deaths       Lifestyle 

 

Diversity      Poverty 

 

Education      Religion 

 

Elderly-Seniors-Retirement    Safety 

 

Employment/Labor     Technology 

 

Entertainment      Transportation 



Regularly Scheduled Programs 

 

Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to 

address community issues, concerns and needs.  The programs are as follows: 

 

 NBC5 News – Daily Local News Programs 

WMAQ’s daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues 

and community problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days 

NBC5 News Today 4:00-4:30am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 4:30-5:00am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 5:00-5:30am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 5:30-6:00am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 11:00a-12:00pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 4:00-5:00pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 6:00-6:30pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Monday-Friday 

   

NBC5 News Today 5:00-6:00am Saturday 

NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Saturday 

NBC5 News Today 9:00-10:00am Saturday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Saturday 

NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Saturday 

   

NBC5 News Today 5:00-6:00am Sunday 

NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Sunday 

NBC5 News Today 8:00-9:00am Sunday 

NBC5 News Today 10:00-10:30am Sunday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Sunday 

NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Sunday 
 

 

 
 
 



MONDAY, JULY 3, 2017  
  
ACCIDENT-DROWNING-CHICAG- 6PM PKG  
 An uncle, 31 year old James Hammond,  who took his nieces and nephews out on his boat dies trying to 
say his nephew  who fell into the water on the 63rd street Beach. .  His brother, Michael  talked about 
what a great man he was and how he just bought his boat. Christian Farr- Runs 2:13 
  
HOLIDAYS- WEEKEND FUN  CHICAGO/ Willmette -  4PM/6PM PKG- A look at American'a in Chicago on the 
fourth of July weekend , with people enjoying the beaches on the south dies, grilling and chilling and even 
some shoppers taking advantage of sales on this holiday. ERegina Waldroup= Runs  
  
  
AVIATION- PLANE CRASH VIGIL- CATAWBA WISCONSIN/BENSENVILLE/ 5PM PKG  
A vigil was held today for two of the 5 victims in a weekend plane crash . Former students talk about their 
coach and custodian who really made a difference in their lives. Chris Rush - Runs 1:27  
  
  
SECURITY- NAVY PIER PREPS-CHICAGO  5PM PKG  
An annual tradition in Chicago is to go to Navy Pier on the holiday weekend.Today we spoke to Navy Pier 
officials and Chicago's office of emergency management about security and making sure the event is safe. 
No threats to the city have been made, but the number of  police officers on hand have been increased 
for tomorrow's fireworks. Tourists don't mind the extra security presence . Lisa Chavarria - Runs 1:58  
  
  
ENVIRONMENT- OIL SPILL-PLAINFIELD  6PMPKG - 
A Friday train derailment cleanup continues. Track repairs were completed over the weekend, allowing 
trains to resume. Environmental clean-up work continues and will continue this week. The cause of 
the derailment is still under investigation. Chris Coffey Runs  2:07   
  
GOVERNMENT - BUDGET- LATEST- SPRINGFIELD WOJO-6PM PKG  
Lawmakers return to Springfield this holiday and the Senate votes to override the Govenror's veto of the 
budget bill. Earlier  Governor Ryan  sent out a video showing him vetoing the bill, saying the bill doesn't 
change the major obstacles facing Illinois' budget crisis,. He's calling for more reforms such as workers 
compensation and property tax freezes. Tomorrow the House reconvenes to vote on the Senate's 
override bill. Charlie Wojciechowski-runs 2:09  
  
TUESDAY JULY, 4. 2017  
  
HOLIDAY- NAVY PIER FIREWORKS- CHICAGO 10P LIVE PKG  This is the busiest day of the year for Navy Pier, 
Illinois top tourist destination. And they aimed to have the  4th of July fireworks goes off without a 
hitch,  Extra security was on hand, but fans of the fireworks didn't seem to mind. Earlier in the afternoon, 
Navy Pier had to close the entrance because of capacity. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:22 
  
ACCIDENT-- POLICE CRASH- CHICAGO 10P PKG -  
Two Chicago police officers were involved in a traffic accident in the seventh district after their car 
collided with another. Both were taken to Northwestern in good condition. The driver of the other car is 
in good contusion. Some witnesses say the police was going the wrong way on racine , leading to the 
crash.  



 Chris Hush- Runs  1:25 
  
GOVERNMENT-BUDGET- SENATE OVERRRIDE 6PM PKG WOJO 
Today , the Governor vetoed the House bill  package, saying the bill calls for a 32 percent tax increase 
forced upon residents. He blames the speaker and says that the bill doesn't go far enough with reforms to 
get Illinois out of a fiscal crisis. He sent a video of the veto today. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:09 
  
HOLIDAY FOURTH OF JULY IN SUBURBS- GLENVIEW/MOUNT PROSPECT EVANSTON- 6PM  PKG  
Families join in on parades, cook outs and fun at vibrant Independence Day celebrations in the northern 
suburbs. Christian Farr- Runs 2;16 
  
  
  
HOLIDAY - FOURTH OF JULY CHICAGO - LISA CHAVARRIA  6PMPKG  
Celebrations get underway around the city as people commemorate our nation’s Independence day.  
In the parks where kids are playing soccer, to the cookouts on the lakefront, everyone is enjoying the 
holiday. And security is ramping up around Navy Pier , where Chicago is preparing for the busiest day for 
the state’s top tourist attraction, tonight’s fireworks. Lisa Chievarria- Runs 1:53  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- FOURTH OF JULY FBI RAIDS- CHICAGO -REGINA 5PM PKG  
Chicago police spent the last 24 hours taking criminals off the streets. 58 people were arrested, 
representing six different gangs. Police also recovered pot, cocaine and heroine. The arrests happened in 
almost every police district, with majority of them on the south and westside. Those neighborhoods have 
experienced the most crime in the last few year. Regina Waldroup- Runs 2:00 
  
WEDNESDAY , JULY 5, 2017  
  
CRIME- SUBURBAN BREAK-INS- GLEN ELLYN/WHEATON - 10PMG PKG Police report 30 burglaries of 
vehicles in their town last night, and about a dozen in Glen Ellyn over the past few weeks. Lombard and 
Clarendon Hills were also hit. Police believe the victims were car owners who left their vehicles open 
overnight, and left valuables inside.  
Five families in one block were hit by the suspects in Wheaton. Chris Hush-Runs 2:26  
  
  
CULTURE/ENTERTAINMENT- TASTE OF CHICAGO –CHICAGO – 430PM  chicago 
The taste of Chicago opened today , with people this year getting healthier options from food vendors. 
You can also use your credit card to buy the food, a new element this year to the food and entertainment 
event. Regina Waldroup- Runs 2:23  
  
HOMETOWN HEROES-  BABY SAVED-MINOOKA- 10PM PKG  
2 high school seniors  save a  baby from burning car Friday morning  after deadly crash . Hunter 
Hasenjaieger and Collin Barry  describe coming on the scene, and taking the baby out of the burning car, 
and calling police and fire for help. The shore wood driver died in the accident and a Marseilles man is 
charged with drunk driving.  Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:19   
  
  
ACCIDENT- FIREWORKS DEATH- CHICAGO 11A PKG -  
A father is killed after a fatal fireworks accident Tuesday night.  



A witness described the accident, saying the father was with his son in an alley ,lighting fireworks. When 
one didn't go off, he looked down on it, and the firework blew up in his face. Kye Martin- Runs 1:44 
  
THURSDAY, JULY  6, 2017 
  
GOVERNMENT- ILLINOIS BUDGET- 10pm PKG  
A look at the impact of the new Illinois budget on residents’ pocketbooks.  
Now that Illinois has a  new budget, our reporter looks at what it  means for residents. Michelle Relerford- 
Runs 2:50   
  
GOVERNMENT- ILLINOIS BUDGET- SPRINGFIELD- 5pm PKG  
  
Illinois has a budget after House votes to override Governor Rauner's veto. The budget is the first state 
budget Illinois has had in the last 2 and a half years. Reaction is harsh from opponents, and supporters 
were pleased . The new budget means tax increases start immediately. Carol Marin 3:55  
  
  
  
CRIME- STABBING- GWINNETT COUNTY, GA/CHICAGO – 10PM PKG  
Chicago family mourns after father, children fatally stabbed in Georgia. A Chicago family is killed, and the 
mother is being held in custody after her children are fatally stabbed n Georgia . The family  of Isabella 
Martinez used to live in Chicago but  recently moved to Georgia. Her cousin is in shock, and doesn’t 
believe the mom would kill her husband and four children. Natalie Martinez- runs 2:14  
  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATION- POLICE CHASE /FUNERAL – CHICAGO –6PKG  
The family of victim killed in a fatal police chase  mourn her during a funeral today. They are calling for 
the police to explain why the daughter was killed by an off-duty officer fleeing the police and slamming 
into her car. Lisa Chavarria – Runs 1:38 
  
NUTRITION/ECONOMY- FOOD DESERT- CALUMET PARK- 5PM PKG –  
A grocery store in Calumet Park has closed in the last month, making the south suburb a food desert for 
residents in the area. Ultra Foods closed its doors, and many, including a number of seniors are forced to 
go to their food pantry to get basic goods. Social workers say its especially hard on seniors, who don’t’ 
have transportation to get to other grocery stores. Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:50  
  
NBC 5 INVESTIGATES-AVIATION -  AIRLINES FIRE- 6PM PKG-  
NTSB details chaos, panic on burning American Airlines jet at O’Hare last fall Documents released 
Thursday by the National Transportation Safety Board reveal a chaotic scene aboard an American Airlines 
passenger jet which caught fire at O’Hare last October.The aircraft, bound for Miami, was on its takeoff 
roll October 28, when a fan disk in the right engine flew apart, severing a fuel line and igniting a roaring 
fire.  Observers agree the result would likely have been a fiery crash if the flight had actually gotten 
airborne.  Instead, the crew brought the plane to a screeching stop on runway 28 Right, evacuating all 
passengers safely.But investigators described a scene of panic, as terrified passengers scrambled from 
their seats before the aircraft had even come to a stop. But the reports make clear that there are two 
primary areas of concern.The first, the fan blade itself.  Microscopic examination revealed that the disk 
had what is termed an “internal inclusion”, foreign debris actually embedded in the metal. Secondly, 
investigators are clearly zeroing in on the design of the wing, where so-called “dry bays” above the 



engines designed to keep fuel tanks in the wing away from areas where shards of metal from an incident 
like this might lead to a catastrophic rupture. Phil Rogers – Runs 2:35 
  
FRIDAY, JULY 7, 2017  
  
ENVIRONMENT/CRIME- PROTESTERS AT TRUMP TOWER= CHICAGO – 10PM PKG  
Seven are charged for unfurling a 50 by 35 foot  banner at Trump Tower , calling for resistance. It came 
from the Greenpeace group and we’re told they were able to just walk in and then unfurl the flag before 
getting arrested. They said their message is simple, resist and defend.  
The banner was picked up by the wind, before falling into the Chicago river. Natalie MARTINEZ - RUNS 
2:10  
  
  
CRIME- STOLEN GEAR – CHICAGO- 430PM PKG  
A van stolen in the city, belonged to a youth  basketball team who had their gear inside the vehicle. Now 
they are asking for the public’s help in finding their gear or replacing it. The gear was stolen from a van 
sitting on the southside. The organization says even though their gear is gone, it has not dashed their 
hopes.  Michelle Relerford- Runs 1:57 
  
SPORTS/ENVIRONMENT- LAKEFRONT SPLIT- CHICAGO- 430VOSOT  
First section of separated Chicago Lakefront Trail opens http://nbcchi.com/r687AGs 
Today the city unveiled the separated Lakefront trail from 41st and Lake Shore Drive. Joggers no longer 
will be moving of the way of bikers who now will have their own trial to share with roller bladers. The 
Lakefront Trail split was privately funded and goes from the Northside to the southside. Alex Maragos- 
1:20  
  
HEALTH- KIDNEY EXCHANGE- 430pm PKG 
A kidney exchange with 8 different donors and recipients meet for the first time at Northwestern . It was 
a complicated exchange and for the first time, the donors get to meet their recipients , a very emotional 
meeting for all. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:36  
  
EDUCATION= SPECIAL EDUCATION LAWSUIT- ILLINOIS- PKG  
A Special Ed teacher sues Chicago Public Schools after she is fired. Her union claims that because she was 
a vocal opponent to the CPS cuts, she was fired. But the Chicago Public Schools denies that claim. Lisa 
Chavarria – Runs 225  
MONDAY, JULY 11, 2017 
 
WEATHER- MORRIS - LIVE- 10PM  
Severe weather comes in late  Monday night, with warm temperatures and lightning show. There was 
also heavy rain and damage in Pekin, Illinois. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:05  
 
CRIME- PARK RIDGE SCHOOL THREAT-  PARK RIDGE-10PM PKG- Two students are being questioned by 
police for social media threats against Maine Township High School. The school confirmed police 
received  a tip of picture of a juvenile holding a gun. Summer school classes continued as the school said 
there was no threat to anyone. No charges have been filed. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:36 
 
CULTURE - NAVY PIER PERFORMANCE LAWN- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG- The Polk Brothers , a local furniture and 
appliance store will be opening a new performance lawn for concerts, movies and other entertainment at 

http://nbcchi.com/r687AGs


Navy Pier . The money came from the store's endowment , aimed at bringing people out to enjoy the vast 
cultural events this city offers. LeeAnn Trotter- Runs 1:51  
 
TRANSPORTATION- CTA STRIKE VOTE-5PM  PKG- The union, ATU Local 308  representing Chicago Transit 
Authority bus and rail workers says 98 percent of the voters voted to strike. The union says they've been 
in negotiations for 18 months. But the CTA says the workers can't strike, it's against the law.  No date has 
been set if workers do decide to walk out.  Christian Farr- Runs  1:59  
 
EDUCATION/CIVIL RIGHTS- ANTI- HATE SPEECH RALLY- PALOS TWP= 10PM PKG- A rally against a board 
member at Palos Township took place Monday night at the board meeting. Groups objected to the 
trustee's Facebook posting against Muslims and Arabs . But the trustee, Branigan refused to step down. 
Larne Petty Runs 1:56  
 
 
 
TUESDAY, JULY 12, 2017  
 
ANIMALS- HORSE BARN- EVICTION - 6PM PKG-  
A suburban horse farm faces eviction , leaving about a dozen horses without someone to look after 
them.  
Chris Hush- RUNS 2:11  
 
POLITICS- TRUMP JR EMAILS- CHICAGO/DC= 10M PKG - New information comes out today that implicated 
President Trump's son, Donald Jr, involved in trying to get dirt on Hillary Clinton from a Russian lawyer. 
Today Trump Jr. released emails showing who was involved in the meeting. Trump Jr  defends his action 
on Fox News tonight. Both Democrats and Republicans have spoken out about the meeting and the word 
collusion has come up several times. Lauren Petty- Runs 1:41  
 
CRIME- ATTEMPTED KIDNAPPING- LAPORTE COUNTY, INDIANA- 10PM PKG-  
In Fish Lake Indiana, a father was with his son when a suspect approached saying he had radiator 
problems and could he get some water. When the father ran into his house, the suspect attempted to 
stick the one year old son in a duffle bag. The father saw  it and ran after him. The  suspect was not  able 
to get little Ryker in to the bag and then took off. Police has a description of the suspect and say they are 
working on numerous tips .Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:51 
 
CRIME- WICKER PARK CARJACKING- CHICAGO- 10PM PPKG-  
Wicker Park Carjacking incident is caught on tape.  Police say a man and woman were carjacked this week 
by two men approached the victim, and displayed a gun, taking the  keys and car. Trina Orlando- Runs- 
1:28 
 
WEDNESDAY, JULY 12, 2017  
 
WEATHER- LIBERTYVILLE FLOODING- LIBERTYVILLE/LAKE FOREST /FOX LAKE 6A LIVE/ 10PM PKG- Libertyville 
declares a State of Emergency after overnight  flooding. Lake Forest Hospital was forced to close its doors 
because of the high water in the basement, which led to evacuations of patients . Susan Carlson/ Michelle 
Relerford/ Natali Martinez- Runs 6:17  
 



WEATHER - KANE COUNTY- LIVE 6A- Trees damaged and flooding in yards in Elgin and Pingree Grove 
overnight, many left without power . . Emily Florez- 1:40 
 
CONSUMER- BBB / CONTRACTORS- PKG- The Illinois Better Business Bureau warns flood victims to be wary 
of fly by night contractors who show up offering to fix your home. They share good advice on what to 
look for during this difficult time. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs  
 
 
CRIME- TEEN KILLED- HAMMOND--6PM PKG- An Indiana teenager , Noah Imman is killed by a falling bullet. 
Today his baseball team honors his memory on the ball field by wearing his jersey number.  Chris Hush - 
runs 1:25 
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT/TRANSPORTATION-AVIATION OFFICERS- CHICAGO- PKG The union for Aviation police 
officers at O’Hare and Midway promise a fight after the state demotes their police powers. This comes 
after an investigation into the forceful removal of a passenger off the United flight. The new mandate 
says they police are to assist Chicago police, with no weapons . Aviation chief says this is how other 
airports use their aviation police force. But the union says this new mandate makes the officers relatively 
ineffective. Phil Rogers 2:10  
 
CIVIL RIGHTS- PUSH CONVENTION- CHICAGO - 430PM PKG- Rainbow Push Coalition has kicked off their 5 
day conference addressing civil rights, health care, the economy. Plenty of newsmakers are joining the 
convention this year including Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren as well as Democratic National 
Committee and Tom Perez. But it's not just about newsmakers. This year’s focus also looks at technology 
for black and brown youth. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:29 
 
 
 
THURSDAY , JULY 13, 2017  
WEATHER- LAKE COUNTY FLOODING - LAKE COUNTY/ MEHENRY COUNTY - 10PM PKG The rain has ended 
but flooding concerns remain high for many residents in Lake and Mchenry County. Lake County called for 
volunteers to help sandbag. Lake County declares state of emergency for their county. . Some residents in 
Unincorporated Deerfield are frustrated after two days of flooding , begging for help as they try to save 
their homes from high waters. Michelle Relerford/Natalie Martinez- Runs 4:32  
 
 
 
WEATHER- RESIDENTS RESCUE- GRAYSLAKE- 5PM LIVE-  An apartment complex is forced to be evacuated 
due to rising flood waters. First Responders show up in boats to help evacuate the residents. Charlie 
Wojciechowski- Runs 1:30  
 
 
CONSUMER- BBB / CONTRACTORS- PKG- The Illinois Better Business Bureau warns flood victims to be wary 
of fly by night contractors who show up offering to fix your home. They share good advice on what to 
look for during this difficult time. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs  1:35  
 
 
SIU STUDENT MURDER- MORTON GROVE-10PM  PKG- A grand jury has indicted 22 year old Gaege 
Bethune   on murder charges of an Southern Illinois University student. from 2014 .The parents says after 



two years of battling police to find the killer, they finally have the first chapter of justice achieved. Katie 
Kim- Runs 1:49 
 
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- CODE OF SILENCE- CHICAGO- 6PMPKG- The defense attorney for several clients is 
calling for mass exonerations  after two officers were convicted of shaking down drug dealers. Those 
officers had other officers working with them, and those officers helped convict up to eight people. This 
week two more individuals arrested by the tactical team had their convictions reversed. The attorney says 
he believes every case that implicates two officers William Carter and Bruce Powell , should be thrown 
out. We looked at a similar case in Philadelphia where officials there on a single day had 158 convictions 
thrown out. Phil Rogers - Runs 2:06 
 
ECONOMY- LAYOFFS - COOK COUNTY- 5PM PKG- The Sheriff of Cook County, and the Commissioner 
pushes back at the threats of layoffs in their departments due to the lack of a new beverage tax. 
President Toni Preckwinkle says she wall have to layoff almost a thousand people in the law enforcement, 
and health care divisions because the money they would get from the beverage tax is not available, due 
to a judge's stay in the new ordinance. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:37 
 
 
 
FRIDAY, JULY 14, 2017  
 
ECONOMY- BRIDAL GOWNS GONE- OAK LAWN/GRAYS LAKE- 10PM PKG -  
Alfred Angelo Bridal abruptly closes, nationwide. This left  brides to be and retailers in the darks. Runs 
1:54  
 
WEATHER- GOVERNOR- FLOODING - GURNEE- 6pm PKG- The Governor has issued a Disaster  Proclamation 
for Lake, McHenry and Kane counties. This comes as residents continue to sandbag in hopes of protecting 
their homes. Some residents in Lake County are begging for help saying they haven't received state or 
county help in the past three days. Mary Ann Ahern-Runs 2:16  
 
WEATHER- FLOOD RISK- CHAIN O'LAKES – 5PM  PKG One of the hardest hit flood locations is in Chain 
O'Lakes, where schools are closed and may not open in times.  The Chain O'Lakes remains closed as they 
deal with the rising flood waters along the Fox River. And it still hasn't crested.  Residents along the Fox 
River prepare for a few more days of flooding  from water the flows   from Wisconsin. Charlie 
Wojciechowski Runs  2:56  
 
 
ECONOMY- LAYOFFS- COOK COUNTY- More than 300 Cook County Employees are given their pink slips by 
the County. President Toni Preckwinkle, who predicted this would happen blames the lack of money , 
money that was supposed to come from the beverage tax, but a judge put that tax on temporary hold. 
Runs :40  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE-EDUCATION- SCHOOL SUPPLIES- 430PKG – NBC5 Chicago is getting ready to launch 
its annual school drive. And the need is stronger than ever to help schools and students  get the tools 
they need in education. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 1:50  
 
  
MONDAY JULY 17, 2017  



WEATHER- FLOODING- FOX LAKE- 5PM PKG  
Heavy rains led to flooding in  low-lying areas of Fox Lake. City administrator  and the police chief discuss 
the safety measures they are taking Residents say this is the worst flood they seen since 2013. Charlie 
Wojciechowski- 2:45  

WEATHER-  FLOODING- HOLIDAY HILLS- 4/6PKG -  
As Lake County folks continue to fight the flood waters from the Des Plaines River, the Fox River is playing 
havoc for residents in Holiday Hills. Residents stack sandbags to protect their homes, while the river 
continues to rise. Christian Farr  Runs 4:10 
  
EDUCATION - SCHOOL SUPPLIES- CHICAGO-430P, PKG-  
With school right around the corner, people are generously donating school supplies to the 
NBC5/TELEMUNDO School Supply Drive.And one administrator tells us, the need is real. Jorge Santiago- 
Runs 1:15 
  
  
ANIMALS- HORSE DONATION- PLAINFIELD- 6PKG-  
6 year old Zoe Feinberg and her mom will be donating two thousand  dollars collected for the vet that 
helped save and car for the horses injured in a recent barn fire. 18 horses perished from the fire and Zoe 
was concerned that a horse she had met at the bar was killed. He was not. Tomorrow the family will give 
the money to the vet and her company. Lisa Chavarria – runs 1:35  
  
GOVERNMENT- GOVERNOR'S STAFF -ILLINOIS-  5pm PKG  
More than a dozen of the Governor's staff in Illinois and in Washington DC have resigned, been fired or 
transferred to different departments . This upheaval comes after the Governor's aide  was fired over 
unacceptable tweets. Mary Anne Ahern- Runs 216 
 
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- HH HOLMES- PKG  
Descendant of H.H. Holmes  says he believes the serial killer may have other victims still unearthed here 
in Chicago. HH Holmes was the man known to have terrorized and killed people at the Chicago’s 1893 
World Fair. A new documentary about the life and death of Holmes is running on the History Channel. 
Katie Kim Runs 2:54    
  
  
CRIME- SHOOTING- COUNTRY CLUB HILLS- 6PM/10PM PKG- A man in a wheelchair outside a movie theatre 
is fatally shot and the suspect fled the scene, leading the local and state police on a multi-town police 
chase. The suspect was able to escape. The man in the wheelchair unfortunately died . Natalie Martinez-
 1:00 and 1:40  
   
  
WEATHER- FLOODING- FOX LAKE  - 10PM PKG  A look at one man's life who spent the last 5 days kayaking 
to his home which was damaged by last week's flood.  Al Knasel  shares his experience. lines at  Fox 
Lake. Trina Orlando- runs 1:51  
  
 CRIME- CICERO CARJACKING - CICERO= 10PM PKG- 
 A mother stopped with her child in the car, got out to pick up some food at a restaurant, when someone 
carjacked her vehicle. The stolen car was discovered with the toddler inside, abandoned. Now the police 



have arrested the mother as they still search for the suspect. No charges have been filed. Lauren Petty-
Runs  
Stolen car recovered with toddler inside in west suburbs Lauren Petty-Runs 1:38  
  
   
TUESDAY , JULY 18, 2017 
  
MILITARY- COAST GUARD - FALSE CALLS - 430PM PKG  
The United States Coast Guard is asking people to stop making false calls. The time and expense of the 
calls could hurt saving another life. There were five calls for the first half of 2016 (January to the end of 
June) and 160 calls for the same period (January to the end of June) in 2017.  Charlie Wojciechowski-
 Runs 2:09 
  
  
FLOODS- MOSQUITOS-PALATINE-5PM  PKG- -With last weeks flood waters starting to recede in the 
Northwest, residents now are face another health problem, an increase in mosquitos But experts say 
these aren’t the types of mosquitos that carry the West Nile virus, those mosquitos usually are in long 
stagnant water, not fast rusing water. .One expert gives advice on how to protect yourself, even if your 
home is flooded out. Christian Farr  2:47  
  
CRIME HAMMOND ROBBERY-LIVE HORSESHOE CASINO – 10PKG  
Police have released several videos showing two suspects, armed with baseball  bats who attack visitors 
of the Horshoe Casino in Hammond Indiana and then steal their money and cars. Trina Orlando- 
Runs 2:15  
  
Crooks armed with baseball bats attack near Horseshoe Casino: Police http://nbcchi.com/V6pFFuo 
  
WEATHER -FLOODING FOX LAKE  CROOKED HOUSE – FOX LAKE -10PKG  
With all the heavy floods , it's a surprise to find some residents who got very little water in their homes. 
One man an shows us his Lake County house that didn’t get too much flood damage thanks to home 
being built crooked. .Wile we were interviewing him, a critter from the flood waters, a baby raccoon was 
found hiding in his kitchen. Lauren Petty- Runs 1:57  
  
WEATHER- ALGONQUIN FLOODING-ALGONQUIN 4PM PKG -  
Village estimates up to 30 properties affected by last week’s floods. Backyards are filled with sandbags 
stacked 20 feet to prevent more water from getting into their homes . Chris Hush- Runs 1:47  
  
 
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- BLIND ACCESSIBILITY - 10PKG 
 Lawsuits have been filed against McDonalds, Grubhub because their  websites not accessible to the 
blind. This comes in the month of the anniversary of  American Disability Act. After our reporter brought 
the issue to the forefront, McDonalds said they would look at their website design and make necessary 
changes . Katie Kim- Runs 3:11   
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- INMATE DEATH-CHESTER,ILLINOI- 10PM  PKG 
The mother of Illinois inmate Michael Jefferson says her son was found dead in prison cell and wants to 
know how he died. Jefferson who suffered from bipolar disorder was found unresponsive in his cell. The 

http://nbcchi.com/V6pFFuo


coroner autopsy found no signs of trauma and is awaiting completion of toxicology. But pictures of her 
son show brusiss on his body. The family is looking into having a second autopsy done, Natalie Martinez 
2:10  
 
GOVERNMENT- COUNTY TAXMAN- COOK COUNTY- 5pm PKG – The Cook County Assessor is under fire 
for  inequities in the county’s property tax system. Critics say the wealthy pay less the than the  poor in 
the county, and that Joe Berrios accepts donations which are basically bribes from wealthy attorneys 
appealing their clients property taxes. Mary Ann  Ahern-Runs 2:24 
 
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATRES- PUBLIC RECORDS- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG-  
Attorneys for NBC5 News have filed a lawsuit asking the Cook County Circuit court to make the Chicago 
Police Department to release records from police involved shooting of 16- year old warren Robinson. 
Robinson was shot 16 times in July of 2014. The Police denied a FOIA  request from NBC for all police 
reports and case incident reports regarding the shooting. The city said the Illinois Juvenile Court Act 
prohibited the release because victim was 16. But Police Supt. Garry McCarthy released information 
about the victim at a press conference and the Review Authority released the victim’s name . Carol 
Marin- Runs 317 
  
   
  
WEDNESDAY JULY 19, 2017 
   
WEATHER- GURNEE FLOOD- HUSH/ JOHNSON- 4PM/5PM PKG- 
Today the Governor went to Round Lake to tour the flood damage and visit the new disaster center set 
up to help Northwest suburban flood victims. Gurnee residents who have spent the week cleaning up 
from their flooded homes and neighborhoods now worry about new forecasts that call for more rain 
overnight. The Des Plaines and Fox Rivers which have started to fall, are now being monitored closely for 
rising waters. Meantime construction crews spnd the day repairing a majior sinkhole in Gurnee before the 
weather gets any worse. . Chris Hush/ Dick Johnson - 5:13 
  
  
ACCIDENT- 5 YEAR OLD KILLED- MICHIGAN CITY, INDIANA- 10PM  PKG- A five year old girl, Delaney Klewer 
is killed in  a hit and run as she and her sister cross the street in Michigan City last night as the head to the 
park  a. Today the parents beg for the driver to come forward. Natalie Martinez- Runs 4:07 
  
   
CRIME-ROAD RAGE- CHICAGO – 6pm PKG An 18 year old woman is fighting for her life after road rage 
incident  with a city of Chicago Emergency Management dispatcher. Police say the dispatcher was driving 
when the 18 year old had cut her off. The OEMC worker pulled over, and took her legally concealed 
weapon and shot the 18 year old in front of her children. Trina Orlando Runs 2:01  
 
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES-CRIME- COLD CASE- GACY- COOK COUNTY/MINNEAPOLIS- PKG- Cook County Sheriff 
Tom Dart announced they have identified the 24th victim of serial killer John Wayne Gacy. The boy, who 
had run away as a teenager from Minnesota was identified through DNA donated by the victim's nephew. 
Today , the victim's sister talks about closure. Chris Coffey- Runs  1:53  
  



  
  
ART- VIVIAN MAIER EXHIBIT- CHICAGO- 5PM  
The University of Chicago has received almost 500 photographic prints created by photographer and 
artist Vivian Maier. The 20th centerury street photographer was known for her pictures of everyday 
people in Chicago and New York City . The U of C is now making a dozen never seen before photos . 1:00  
  
   
THURSDAY JULY 20, 2017 
  
 WEATHER- FLOODING - EAST & WEST DUNDEE/ALGONQUIN- 6PM/10PM PKG  
More than a week has passed since the Northwest suburbs were deluged with rain. And today the rain 
continued. Residents are exhausted, asking for help and losing their hope that they can begin to rebuild 
and repair.  Natalie Martinez-/REGINA  WALDROUP 3:56 
  
WEATHER- FLOOD RESOURCE CENTER- ROUND LAKE- 5PM PKG- Lake county Emergency Management 
put together a resource center for victims of the flood to get supplies, use computers to apply for help, 
meet with red cross and get emotional support. Lisa Chavarria - Pkg  1:40  
  
ANIMALS- DOG ATTACK- CHICAGO- PKG- Two dog owners talk about how their animals were attacked by a 
pit bull at a River North neighborhood dog park. One owner shows us his dog's stitches, and is warning 
others about what happened to his dog.  Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:05 
 
EDUCATION- CPS FUNDING BILL- CHICAGO - 5pm PKG  
Chicago Public Schools have released their budget and it includes 300 million dollars in school funding 
from Springfield. This comes as the Governor threatens to veto the education bill which has yet to be 
delivered to his desk. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:17 
 
 
 
TRANSPORTATION- RED CAMERAS SETTLEMENT- CHICAGO- PKG- The city of Chicago has come to a 
settlement with residents who paid for red light cameras tickets. They will be paying a record 38.75 
million dollars to over one million drivers penalized because of the controversial tickets. Ash- Har 
Quraishi- Runs 1:40  
  
HEALTH- BRAIN CANCER/KAREN LEWIS- CHICAGO-6PM PG- Karen Lewis, 64 , talks about rehabilitation 
from brain cancer, glioblastoma ,  the same type of brain cancer that Senator John McCain has been 
diagnosed. She tells our reporter the best thing John McCain could do is stay away from google and all 
the different diagnosis  Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:10  
 
NEIGHBORHOOD HEROES- BOOKS- CHICAGO=PKG- A woman who learned that  a boy who was scheduled 
to be a senior in high school asked for help on how to read drove her to a new program to promote 
reading at  a very young age. She has gotten kudos from her neighbors as well as parents who are grateful 
for her taking the time to teach kids to read, and make reading and learning fun. Ash-Har Quraishi- 
Runs 2:00  
  
FRIDAY JULY 21, 2017 
  



WEATHER  -STORM DAMAGE- ITASCA-10pm PKG 
Major damage is caused by quick storm Friday afternoon in the Western suburbs of Itasca and 
Schaumburg. Resident talk about how lucky they are after the storm caused power lines  to fall and spark 
on the ground,  trees landed on houses and cars. No reports of any injuries. Lauren Petty-Runs- 1:45  
  
  
WEATHER- ELGIN STORM- ELGIN- 10PM PKG-  
Flash flooding and tree damage ravaged the streets of Elgin Friday when a quick moving storm hit this far 
western suburb.  
Trees fell on homes, but fortunately no one was injured. Tonight the cleanup gets underway. Natalie 
Martinez- Runs 1:59  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- OFFICER SHOT- CHICAGO- 5PM LIVE / 6PM PKG= 
One person is in custody after a police officer is shot on the City's south side. One person is  in custody 
after Chicago Police officer shot in the leg, which came after the suspects were robbing a phone store. 
The  incident led to a shootout injuring an officer.  Today the Superintendent reminded the public how 
dangerous this job is. 4:00  and 1:58 http://nbcchi.com/O4Yy8iQ 
  
EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT-SPECIAL SESSION – SB #1- CHICAGO -  5PMPKG  
Bruce Rauner threatens to call a special session Monday if he does;t get a school funding on his desk by 
noon Monday.  But lawmakers say that's a waste of money and he should only call a leadership 
meeting. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:16  
 
  
Sky5 shot a wrap on flooding and structural damage in Schaumburg, Elk Grove Village and Streamwood. 
  
 TECHNOLOGY- APPLE CLASSES- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG- Apple is offering coding classes to kids , saying this is 
the future for jobs. It starts out simple, but the kids quickly caught on, making small tasks into multi- 
tasks.  Charlie Wojciechowski-Runs 1:35 
 
 
MONDAY, JULY 24, 2017  
ACCIDENT-CAR CRASH- BEECHER- 10PKG   
A mother, driving her kids to bible school is killed along with her 3 year old child in the small town of 
Beecher. Her two other children were flown to Comers Hospital in Chicago after the morning crash. Police 
say the suspect ran a stop sign and crashed into the family car. Members of the family's church 
are  mourning today after hearing the news. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:28  
 
IMMIGRATION- ILLINOIS DREAMERS- CHICAGO- PKG =  
Children of illegal immigrants gathered with Senator Dick Durbin today, calling for justice and protection 
after President Trump focuses on how to make changes to immigration law. Some of the participants 
include a law student who was born in the US to illegal immigrants. She speaks about how she spent  her 
whole life here, but is worried her days in the U.S.A. are numbered.. Christian Farr- Run 2:22  
 
 GOVERMENT-TIF FUNDS- CHICAGO – 6PM PKG  
Residents, and Aldermen stood together in protest outside Navy Pier to demonstrate against Mayor 
Emanuel, and the McPier Association to divert funds from McCormick Place to Navy Pier. The Alderman 

http://nbcchi.com/O4Yy8iQ


says the 55 million dollars should not have event been used for the redevelopment of the McCormick 
place, but used instead in impoverished neighborhoods.  Mary Ann Ahern Runs 2:05  
  
 
POLITICS- SPECIAL SESSION- ILLINOIS- 5PM PKG  
Governor Rauner announces he expects all lawmakers to show up this week for a special session to get 
the education bill passed and signed before Illinois schools begin. But some lawmakers say SB1 is ready to 
go, but that Rauner will veto it, so they aren't going to send it to the Governor.  
Some Chicago lawmakers say the special session is a waste of time and they will instead use their time to 
help spruce up local schools. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:08  
 
TUESDAY, JULY 25, 2017 
 
CONSUMER- UTILITIES SAVING- ILLINOIS- 430PKG- 
The head of Comed, and Citizens Utility Board, rarely on the same side of issues stood together today to 
support the usage of smart thermostats. Comed is offering rebates for consumers who use them. CUB 
says there smart thermostats can turn down your heat and air conditioning when you are not using it, 
allowing big savings on your bills. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:30   
 
ACCIDENT- FATAL CAR CRASH-BEECHER,  10PM PKG- A mother and child were killed, and her surviving 
children are hospitalized after a car crash in the small southwest town of Beecher. Sheriff's officials say 
the  mom, who was on her way to Bible school with her kids Monday morning was pregnant, and her two 
children are now on life support. A the church will  a candlelight vigil for the family. Trina 
Orlando  Runs 1:52  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- SPORTS- SPRING TRAINING CHILDREN- CHICAGO- 5PKG  
Today kids who met their favorite players during spring training were reunited with the players at the 
Crosstown Classic. Today one of the Cubs Players, Willson Contreras  met one of the special needs kids 
and welcomed him to the friendly confines, gave him some gifts and later hit a home run in the game. 
The family talks about how grateful they were for all the kindness. Ash Har Quraishi  - Runs 1:44   
 
POLITICS -SPECIAL SESSION – CHICAGO/SPRINGFIELD - 5PM PKG  
Two House  Democrats talk about boycotting the Special Session as Senate Bill 1 school funding battle 
heats up. Wednesday lawmakers have been ordered to arrive in Springfield for a special session , while 
the Governor says schools need the bill to pay for the upcoming school year. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:31 
  
  
 
TRANSPORTATION- ACCIDENT/CONDUCTOR-HOMEWOOD - 10PKG 
A longtime conductor who was shot in the chest talks about his rehabilitation after the shooting. Michael 
Case is recuperating after being shot outside an Amtrak train in the western suburbs. He credits family 
and prayer and says he wants to still go back to work. Lauren Petty-Runs 1:52   
  
ENTERTAINMENT- PAUL MCCARTNEY- TINLEY PARK- 10PM PKG  
Today former Beatle Paul McCartney entertains  a sold out crowd in the southwest town of Tinley 
Park. And the crowd spans all age ranges, where generations are handing down their favorite music to 
their kids. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:52  
 



 
SPORTS/ HEALTH -CTE/ CONCUSSIONS- EVANSTON/BOSTON- 10PKG-  
A new study shows 99 percent of deceased NFL players had CTE, or brain damage. A 
youth football president says the Boston study is disheartening but believed the research is very limited.  
The brains in the study were donated by families of NFL players who suspected the players had brain 
damage. Many of the players showed changes in behavior/mood swings and dementia. Former Bears 
Player Mike Adamle who has been working with Boston researchers  shown signs as well says CTE 
changes your life. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:38  
 
 
 
 
WEDNESDAY, JULY 26, 2017  
HEALTH- FLOODING SEWAGE- LAKEWOOD- 10PM PKG-   
Two families show us the damage from the recent floods that played havoc to their homes and health. 
One shows us  the sewage water in her basement, and the other shares all that she has lost. The Village 
president says the sewage system is inadequate  to handle the storm water they got from the recent 
floods, resulting in the sewage backup. Ash-Har- Quraishi-Runs 1:50  
 
  
  
MILITARY/CIVIL RIGHTS- TRANSGENDER BAN- CHICAGO/DC- 4PM/6PMPKG-  
This morning President Trump announced via Twitter that the military will ban transgender troops   from 
the military . This caused an instant backlash from both the transgender community as well as both sides 
of the aisle in Congress. Officials from the U.S. military were caught off guard by this tweet, saying they 
have not had any official notice on this policy. Chris Hush-Runs 4:08 
 
GOVERNMENT- RED LIGHT CAMERA SETTLEMENT-  CHICAGO 5PM   PKG 
The city of Chicago has passed a settlement to refund  residents half of their money for tickets they were 
wrongly issued over red light cameras. But in today;s meeting, some Alderman says the average person 
would only get about 7 dollars per ticket and that it's not enough. Part of the settlement also allows the 
city to oversee the refund. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:31 
 
GOVERNMENT- SPECIAL SESSION - SPRINGFIELD/CHICAGO- 5PM / 6PMPKG-  
Today as some lawmakers gathered in Springfield for a Governor ordered special session, we caught up 
with two lawmakers boycotting the special session and instead cleaning and painting local schools. John 
Cullerton the leader of the Senate says he is not sending SB1 to the Governor because he believes the 
Governor doesn't understand the process if he vetoes the bill and that the Governor has recently had 
issues with his staff, making his decision making suspect. But the Governor lashed out saying the Senate 
who has already passed the bill has a duty to let the Governor sign it, so schools can receive state funds. 
Mary Ann Ahern /Susan Carlson 4:06 
 
 
  
CRIME- ARMED ROBBERY- SYCAMORE/ELMHURST- 11avosot - from Tuesday  
An overnight armed robbery which resulted in the shooting of a Sycamore clerk led to search in west 
suburban Elmhurst, where police caught two of the three suspects. After hours of searching the 



neighborhood in Elmhurst, the police apprehended two suspects, but are still searching for a third.  Lisa 
Chavarria- 2:30  
 
HEALTH/SPORTS- OAK LAWN- 5pm PKG  
A south suburban hospital invited parents with the newborns who had conceived after the Cubs won the 
World Series. Babies named Addison, Sheffield and Wrigley joined the party, dressed in cubs gear. Lee 
Ann Trotter - Runs 1:35 
  
 
THURSDAY, JULY 27M 2017 
NBC INVESTIGATES- CRIME-SEMAJ CROSBY GRANDMOTHER - JOLIET-10PM PKG 
 Grandmother of Semaj Crosby speaks on baby’s mysterious death, months after the baby was found 
dead under a couch. The neighborhood spent hours searching for the baby , and the mother who spoke 
to our reporter that morning was pleading for the public's help. Today, the grandmother blamed the 
DCFS for not helping the family and missing key signs.  Katie Kim Runs  3:58 
 
SAFETY- AMUSEMENT RIDES SAFETY- WHEATON -10PM/6PM PKG-  
A fatal Ohio State carnival ride accident has led to Illinois to suspend the  same rides made by the 
manufacturer . The DuPage Fair Assn President assured fairgoers that their rides were safe and they have 
taken out of commission the rides made by the manufacturer that was responsible in the Ohio accident. 
Parents with their kids say they are concerned about felt confident about the local fair safety. Ash Har 
Quraishi/Trina Orlando- 3:24    
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- SAFETY- FAIR SAFETY RIDES- ILLINOIS - 6PM PKG-  
Four years after NBC5 Investigates revealed that only five people were responsible for inspecting over 
4,000 carnival rides and attractions every year, the State of Illinois still has a system where each inspector 
has responsibility for close to 700 rides. 
Wednesday night, one person died and at least 7 others were injured, when a ride known as a “Fireball” 
flew apart at the Ohio State Fair. Illinois  immediately shut down a dozen “Fireballs” and related rides.  In 
Illinois, Department division inspects rides Since NBC5’s first report, the Department of Labor has beefed 
up staffing to six inspectors.  But those six inspectors are still responsible for the 4,000 some rides and 
attractions. Phil Rogers – Runs 1:57  
 
  
 CONSUMER - MIDWAY NOISE- WINDOWS- CHICAGO – 10VOSOT  
Residents gathered for a public meeting to voice their displeasure at the new windows supplied by the 
Dept. of Aviation and the City to reduce noise near the airport. Some say the windows have melted in the 
heat, releasing a terrible odor. Others are concerned for their safety.  The city says they are investigating 
and meantime will replace the windows, just as long as the residents sign a contract agreeing not to sue 
the city.  Lauren  Petty :35  
 
POLITICS- RAUNER SPECIAL SESSION- 5PM PKG-  
Another day of a special session and Governor Rauner meets in a private session with House and Senate 
Republicans. The Governor says a revolutions coming and is calling for change to beat the Democrats. 
Meantime, there is still no word on when the SB1 will be signed. The head of the Senate says he hopes to 
meet with the Governor to discuss the bill and may send it to him on Monday. Runs 2:22 
 
 
FRIDAY, JULY 28, 2017  



 
GOVERMENT- BEVERAGE TAX RULING- COOK COUNTY- 4PM PKG 
A Cook County judge has ruled against retail and beverage groups who sued Cook County President and 
Government for imposing a beverage tax. The tax will now go into effect August second, but Board 
President Toni Preckwinkle says the county has lost 17 million dollars because of the lawsuit. Retail 
officials say the tax is a burden on small businesses and residents , claiming the tax is a money grab and 
not about the health of residents . Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:34  
 
ENTERTAINMENT- FIESTA DEL SOL- CHICAGO-6PM LIVE- TROTTER 
The largest festival for the Latino Community in the Midwest takes place this weekend in the Pilsen 
Neighborhood. Up to a million people are expected for the 4 day festival which features music, food and 
other entertainment. Lee Ann Trotter – Runs 1:28  
 
AVIATION- MIDWAY NOISE-CHICAGO  6PM PKG Some homeowners near Midway are calling foul about the 
smell they are getting from their new windows supplied by the city. They ‘re concerned about their health 
and are letting the city know they want changes. Michelle Relerford=Runs 1:40  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE - SCHOOL SUPPLY DRIVE- CHICAGO – 6PM PKG- Today is the last day to donate to 
NBC School supplies drive and the response has been quite generous . One Little Village school is one of 
the local schools that could really use the help. Maria Elena Ponticellio –Runs  1:45  
 
SAFETY- BEACH HAZARDS- CHICAGO-  5PM PKG - 
Safety officials are warning residents to stay out of the water as they expect high waves this weekend. 
This comes after 5 teens had to be reduced in Porter County Indiana yesterday because of dangerous 
currents and waves. A Great Lakes safety group that tallies drownings on the great lakes says people 
underestimate the power of the waves in Lake Michigan . The warning goes from Wisconsin, Illinois, 
Indiana to Michigan. Lisa Chavarria – Runs 2:26 
 

MONDAY JULY 31, 2017  

SPORTS - BARTMAN WORLD SERIES RING- 10PMPKG  
 
Nearly a year after the Cubs won the world series, management has given Steve Bartman a world series 
ring.  
Hartman gained fame in Chicago and worldwide after he interfered with a flyable in the playoff game in 
2008,in which some blamed him for turning the tables on the Cub''s hopes to make it to the world series. 
Trina Orlando- Runs 2:02  
  
CRIME- CYCLIST ROBBED- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG 
 
Another robbed hits the 606 trail , where thieves are targeting cyclists. This time a cyclist was forced off 
his bike and threatened with a knife until he handed over his wallet and cell phone. Cyclist, like Lloyd 
Peters, from  the area vow to take back the trail and make it safe again. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:20  
  
'Moochas gracias': Social media reacts to Scaramucci departure http://nbcchi.com/K1tgcFw 
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- CPD OFFICER THANKS KIDS- CHICAGO-10PM  PKG  

http://nbcchi.com/K1tgcFw


 
A wounded Chicago police officer visits a local classroom where students wrote her notes of 
encouragement after she was shot in the leg in the line of duty. Today she thanks the students , telling 
them it helped her continue to recuperate. Chris Hush Runs  1:49  
  
TRANSPORTATION- PARTY BUSES ORDER- 6PM PKG - 
17 Chicago party bus firms ordered to cease and desist after being accused of violating new regulations 
and reining in rowdiness in the area. One Alderman called them rolling cemeteries because of the 
violence that occurs in or around the buses. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:16 
  
 GOVERNMENT- EDUCATION  BILL/TEACHERS SPENDING  - SPRINGFIELD/CHICAGO - 430PM PKG  
 
Today the Senate sent Senate Bill 1 to Governor Rauner to sign, in hopes that he will sign it and schools 
will get their state funding before the school year begins. But Rauner has threatened to use his 
amendatory veto, saying the bill gives too much money to Chicago for pensions. This is happening just 
weeks from some Illinois schools are scheduled to open. We found some teachers who told us, without 
school money coming in,  they shell out hundreds of dollars of their own money  buying supplies for their 
classroom.Regina Waldroup - Runs 1:56 

 TUESDAY AUGUST 1, 2017  

  
TRAVEL- LOST PASSENGER - WESTERN SPRINGS- 10PM PKG 
A mother is outraged when she sent her 9year old and 13 year old to Germany on a connecting flight, 
only to receive a call from the airlines, saying the airline escort was separated from her 9- year old child . 
Monika Gogola bought a ticket to send her kids to her sisters in Poland . The ticket  with special provisions 
from Lufthansa to help escort her children on the connecting flight . But she received a call saying one of 
the children was lost. Lufthansa later found the child and apologized to the mother for the mishap. The 9 
yyear old eventually found the gate on her own. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:51  
  
CRIME-  MURDER LAWSUIT- SCHAUMBURG-10PM PKG  
The sister of the murder victim is speaking out tonight, announcing they are suing the apartment owner 
for not doing sufficient background checks on their tenants. Tiffany Thrasher was killed in Schaumburg 
after police said a neighbor with a criminal history had been stalking her and killed her. The family of the 
victim says the owner of the apartment should not have rented to the suspect because of his criminal 
history. Chris Hush- Runs 202  
  

ANIMALS- CLEAR THE SHELTER- CATS- LAGRANGEJ PARK -430PM PKG  

 

NBC5'Clear the Shelters pet adoption campaign is back and it's inspiring people to open their homes to 
adopting cats and dogs. Adopting cats is not the same as adopting dogs. One family who showed up with 
an aim to adopt one, ended up adopting three kittens. Sabrina Santucci- Runs 1:31  

  
  



SPORTS - RYNE SANDBERG- LITTLE LEAGUE - ASH HAR 5PM PKG 

MAKING A DIFFERENCE SPORTS- LITTLE LEAGUE FIELD = CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  

Cubs Hall of Famer Ryne Sandberg helped kick off the opening of a new little league field on the city's 
west side. The Cubs are renovating new ball field to help encourage kids into baseball who don't have 
safe  ballfields to play .Ash-Har Quraishi Runs 1:47  

LABOR - AUTO MECHANICS STRIKE- SKOKIE/Schaumburg- 4PM PKG  

Thousands of mechanics in the area hit the picket lines, calling for a 40 hour work week. These mechanics 
who work at dealerships say they are given 30 hours and inconsistent schedules . But dealerships who 
have been in negotiations say they are offering competitive rates and say the quick oil change companies 
are hurting dealerships bottom line . Christian Farr- Runs 2:29 

 

  

 

WEDNESDAY , AUGUST 2, 2017  

GOVERNMENT- SODA TAX RIPOFF- soda tax- 430pm pkg  
Cook County began implementing their 1 cent per ounce sugar tax . But as we found, the confusing tax 
had one store charging the tax on water. Charlie Wojciechowski/Susan Carlson Runs 2:24  
  
NBC INVESTIGATES/MEDIA - PINK SLIME- CAROL MARIN-10PKG  
Attorney Dan Webb slams media coverage of recent 'pink slime' trial . The case was against ABC News 
where they showed video incriminating a company for pink slime. Dan Webb was the attorney for BPI- 
Beef Products incorporated, a small business in South Dakota supplying ground beef for supermarkets. 
The Network referred to it a pink slime, which led to a boycott . In June ABC settled the case. Webb talks 
about  media coverage and talks about  other major cases in his career. Carol Marin 3:47  
  
  
CRIME- NORTHWESTERN PROFESSOR HOMICIDE INVESTIGATION- CHICAGO/EVANSTON- 10pm PKG  
A Northwestern and Oxford professor are wanted for the stabbing death of a Cosmetologist in a River 
North apartment. Today Northwestern officials have fired the professor and have banned him from the 
campus. Natalie Martinez-  Runs  1:55  
 
CRIME- BURGLARY - MT. PROSPECT- 10PM PKG-  
The Mt. Prospect police release a frightening video which shows a man in his middle 50's breaking into 
home, running upstairs. Police say a teenager who saw the suspect from her window, locked herself into 
her room and screamed when she heard the man try and get into her bedroom. The scream was enough 
to scare the suspect away from the home. Police hope someone will recognize the suspect and help them 
catch him.  
mt prospect residential burglary- trina Orlando  - Runs 1:51  



 
ENTERTAINMENT  LOLLAPALOOZA PREVIEW- CHICAGO- 6PM/ 10PM 
Tomorrow Chicago hosts another Lollapalooza music festival in Grant par where up to a million people 
are expected to take part in the four day festival. The event has been sold out for months, with big names 
like the Killers, Lorde and Chance the wrapper. The Better Business Bureau put out warnings to 
concertgoers to beware of people trying to scam them with fake tickets, or ripoffs. CHRISTIAN FARR 
/Chris Hush- Runs 144 AND  1;49  
  
MAKING THE DIFFERENCE- INNOCENCE PROJECT- 430PM PKG -  
Chicago-born Jarrett Adams spent almost 10 years in prison in Wisconsin. But he was able to prove his 
innocence from behind bars with help from the Innocence Project. Adams started law school from prison 
and now he's a defense attorney. And he's working with the Innocence Project to free other wrongfully 
convicted inmates. He's just won his first case, getting justice for a man serving time in the same prison 
that held him. Marion Brooks - Runs 1:52  

  
ECONOMY- AMAZON JOB FAIR - ROMEOVILLE 11AM/4pm PKG- FLOREZ  
Amazon opened their doors to applicants in southwest suburban Romeoville this morning in hopes of 
hiring more than 2500 workers .  
This is part of a  daylong nationwide job hunt where Amazon plans to hire up to 50,000 workers for their 
warehouses .We spoke to some applicants who could use a job and have heard about Amazon's job 
search  Emily Florez- Runs 3:39 
  
 

  

THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 2017  

  
ENTERTAINMENT/WEATHER- LOLLAPALOOZA EVACUATIONS- CHICAGO- PKG  
Heavy storms and lightning forced the music festival Lollapalooza to evacuate the grounds . This came 
right before the headline Lorde was set to perform. Many concert goers were disappointed but 
understood.Lorde announced in a tweet that she would make it up to fans . Kaylee Dionne 2;20  
  
 
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- PLANE FIRE- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG  
 
  New footage  from the control tower and the fire department is released showing the fire at O;her 
airport on the runway . It shows how the plan was close to take off when the blaze erupted on the plane 
and how firefighters started spraying water from their tankers before the trucks even stopped in front of 
the plane. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:49  
  
  
 NBC 5 INVESTIGATES LEGAL- KOSCHMAN CASE- CHICAGO-6PM PKG  
 Dan Webb, the special prosecutor in the Koschman case says he stands by his decision not to release the 
grand jury transcripts to the family or the public. He says those transcripts are meant to stay secret, but 



the mother in the case, who spent 10 years trying to get justice for her son says she has a right to know if 
politics played a part in the decision not to charge a police officer related to then serving Mayor Daley.  
Webb says no there was no political favoritism in the case. Carol Marin- runs 3:07 
  
CRIME- STABBING DEATH/ NORTHWESTERN PROFESSOR- LAKE GENEVA- 10PM PKG  
The Northwestern Professor and Oxford worker wanted in murder of an Indiana man drove to Wisconsin 
after the killing, and donated $1,000 in his name to a Lake Geneva library. Residents who live in the same 
condominium as the professor, Wyndham Lathem  are stunned by the homicide. Natalie Martinez- 
Runs   2:28 
  
 
  EDUCATION- SCHOOL FUNDING- AURORA-5PM  PKG  
A west Aurora Superintendenten says he will have to borrow money if the state doesn't give them 
education funds for this year. The school chief says they only have enough money to stay open for 26 
days and need the state to come up with the money, or they will be forced to take out a loan,which 
would cost the state even more money.  
This week, the Governor vetoed the Senate Bill 1 , forcing the senate to either override the veto or let it 
stand. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:08  
  

  

  

FRIDAY , AUGUST 4, 2017  

CRIME- MANHUNT- CHICAGO/CALIFORNIA- 5PM PKG-  
 U.S. Marshals confirms that a Northwestern professor and his friend from Oxford, England have turned 
themselves in on the west coast.  
Latham Wyndem turned himself in to police in Oakland, while his friend , turned himself in in San 
Francisco.  
This comes after a stabbing in a Chicago condo, in which the victim died. The two suspects have been on 
the run since last week. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 2:07  
  
  
IMMIGRATION- MYOR SUES DOJ/TRUMP- CHICAGO - VOSOT  
Chicago Mayor Emanuel says he will sue the Justice Department for threats to withhold money given to 
the city of Chicago because Chicago is a sanctuary city. RUNS 1:56  
  
  
TRANSPORTATION/CRIME- METRA BREAK INS- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG   
METRA police  have put a warning out for commuters on the southside after they have seen a pattern of 
thefts in certain parking lots on the southside.  Ash- Har Quraishi-runs- 1:49  
  
  
NBC 5 INVESTIGATES - WRONGFUL CONVICTION- CHICAGO 6PM  PKG  
 



A wrongfully convicted man from Chicago is asking for justice after he spent time in prison for a crime he 
didn't commit. Now William Carter  wants the state to publicly declare his innocence. Phil Rogers-2:20  
  
  
CRIME- 2 KILLED- CRYSTAL LAKE- 430PMPKG - 
 
Police in Crystal Lake are searching for the father and husband who killed his wife and child in their home 
yesterday. A neighbor describes how he was in the house at the time of the shooting death. Ryan Yarber 
was arrested for the death of his wife and child. Kye Martin-  Runs 1:34  

  

  

 
MONDAY, AUG. 7. 2017  
CRIME- SAN FRANCISCO/CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
A Northwestern professor is charged in a California Courtroom with the murder of a man in Chicago 
following a fatal stabbing. A hearing on Monday, the attorney says Wyndham Lathem is a gentle soul and 
that the facts will come out later about the fatal stabbing of a Michigan hair stylist. The Professor has 
waived his rights to extradition and is expected to return to Chicago next week. Northwestern has also 
sent the professor a termination of employment letter. Lauren Petty- Runs 2:03 
   
ART- PICASSO PREVIEW- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- The famous Picasso statue that sits on Daley Plaza quill be 
celebrating 50 years in Chicago. The first Mayor Daley was able to convince Pablo Picasso to make a 
statue for Chicago, and 50 years later , most people still don't know what it is. But that doesn't matter to 
tourists and residents. They love the statue. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 1:51  
  
ANIMALS/CLEAR THE SHELTER- RESCUED DOGS - CHICAGO/SOUTH KOREA- 6PM PKG- An Animal rescue 
group is able to save a number of dogs rescued from a dog meat factory in South Korea. Pictures of the 
factory, showing dogs in cages led to the group to reach out to the business asking if they can have the 
dogs instead. South Korea allows dogs to be processed into meat. The group arrived at O’Hare with the 
dogs and spoke about the plans to have them adopted. Chris Hush- Runs- 2:06 
  
  
  
IMMIGRATION- SANCTUARY CITY- CHCIAGO- 430PMPKG  
On Monday, the City of Chicago filed a lawsuit against President Donald Trump and the Department of 
Justice concerning threats of withholding  federal money because Chicago is a sanctuary city for 
immigrants. In response, Jeff Sessions aimed at Chicago's violence to ridicule the Mayor about priorities 
he should be concentrating instead. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:42  
  
  
  
TECHNOLOGY /HEALTH- BULLYING DEATH- ILLINOIS  5PM -  
As CDC releases troubling suicide statistics, a Chicago mother mourns. Experts warn that cyberbullying for 
boys and girls  is on the rise 30- 40 percents  and had drastic results. Social media is being blamed for the 



rise. China Howard, 13 year old honor student killed herself after what her mother says was constant 
bullying on her phone.  Regina Waldroup- Runs 2:19   
  
CRIME- NORTHWESTERN PROFESSOR HOMICIDE- EVANSTON/CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
Today a Northwestern Professor who turned himself in for a homicide last week went before a judge for 
the first time in California .  Wyndam Lathem did not find extradition back to Chicago for the crime of 
stabbing a Michigan man. Today his attorney called the professor a gentle soul. Ash-Har Quraishi-Runs 
2:07  
 
  
EDUCATION- CPS LAYOFFS-CHICAGO - 6PM VO/SOT  - Chicago Public schools have announced they will 
have to lay off nearly 1000 employees including support staff and school leaders because of lack of 
funding from the state. Runs :30  
 
  
TUESDAY, AUGUST 8. 2017  
  
TECHNOLOGY/CRIME- PLAINFIELD- 10PM  PKG 
A Plainfield mom  desperately searches for lost phone holding irreplaceable photos. She says he phone 
was stolen after a her first date night post child birth. Jaime Mae Aquilar were celebrating their 2nd 
wedding anniversary in Chicago when she left her phone at Social 25. She said when she went to get it , it 
was gone. She is offering a 1000 dollar reward-  Lauren Petty-Runs- 1:51 
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT/CRIME  POLICE INVOLVED SHOOTING- DOLTON- 4:30PMPKG 
A 17 year old man is shot by Dolton police during pursuit of stolen vehicle. It started as a carjacking in 
nearby Hazelcrest. Dolton Police followed the suspects , when a suspect fled on foot on the 
expressway.  where police shot the teen. Another suspect was later caught. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:19  
 
  
ART - PICASSOANNIVERSARY- CHICAGO- 4PMPKG  
Chicago has celebrated the 50th Anniversary of the Picasso sculpture at Daley Plaza, where hundreds 
came out to take pictures and watch the re-enactment of the unveiling. Patrick Fazio- Runs 2:02  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- JAIL DAYCARE- COOK COUNTY- 5PM PKG  
Cook County jail supporters  are opening up daycare facilities for parents who are currently incarcerated. 
Studies show that children who are closer to their incarcerated parents have a better chance at staying 
out of jail when they grow up. The facilities also help the inmates stay focused on staying out of trouble as 
well.   
Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:11  
  
SCIENCE- ECLIPSE GLASSES -RIVERSIDE  4PKG 
 Experts are warning people to be very careful about the type of eclipse glasses that they buy of rthe 
upcoming solar eclipse on Aug. 21st. The American Astronomical SocietY has released a list of brands and 
retail chains and vendors selling reputable glasses. Expert at the Cernan center talk about the dangers of 
looking at the eclipse without proper safety glasses. They  recommend looking for the stamp on the 
glasses that show they are approved by the government. Chris Hush - Runs 1:51  
  
 



  
GOVERNMENT- BEVERAGE TAX SNAFU- HAMMOND , INDIANA- 10PM PKG- An Indiana Walmart charges 
woman for Cook County soda tax. Nina Garcia lives in Cook County but went to an Indiana Walmart 
where she went to buy soda. After looking at her receipt twice, she noticed the Walmart in Hammond 
charged her for the beverage tax in Cook County, Walmart says it was an error that has since been 
corrected. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:59   
  
  
EDUCATION/GOVERNMENT- SCHOOL FUNDING - SPRINGFIELD- 4PM PKG- Senate Lawmakers plan to meet 
in Springfield Sunday to vote on overriding the Governor’s veto of the Education bill. There was delay in 
the analysis of Governor Ruaner’s decision to use his amendatory veto of the school funding bill.  Mary 
Ann Ahern – Runs 2:07 
  
 
  
POLITICS- NORTH KOREA NUKES- New Jersey/ North Korea-10PM PKG  Today President Trump warns the 
head of Nrth Korea to stand down on threats to attack the United States, saying if the nation attacks 
America,  it will result in "Fire and fury like the world has never seen". After his statement, critics say the 
harsh words only flame the fire and that diplomacy should be used instead of reckless words. Trina 
Orlando Runs 1:39  
 
  
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9, 2017  
  
  
  
ENTERTAINMENT- NORTHERLY ISLAND SECURITY- 10PM PKG-  
The Park District and Live  Nation have stepped up security after a stabbing last night at a concert. Police 
have arrested a man for stabbing two people after an argument at a bar inside the grounds. Tonight extra 
security at the Foreigner concert has fans feeling safer. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:11  
 
  
NBC RESPONDS- GM AIR CONDITIONER- LISA PARKER - PKG 
For some GM drivers, the heat is on: Faulty A/C problems raise questions—and temperatures . An 
investigation shows that the air condition on certain newer trucks wasn't working despite some 
customers bringing them back for repairs several times. NBC5 Responds found 100 cases recently 
reported, and General Motors has said they are working on the problems and offering customers loaner 
customers. Lisa Parker - Runs 3:21  
 
  
ANIMALS- RACCOONS IN HOME- CHICAGO -10PM PKG 
Neighbors says they've seen as many as six raccoons in an abandoned house where a cat was found killed 
this past weekend on the south side. One family renting in the area are worried, saying the cat was family 
to them. They've called 311 several times, but the city says it's up to the owner to get rid of it. Lauren 
Petty- Runs 1:54  
  
NBC5  INVESTIGATES- CONSUMER RIPOFFS- WILL COUNTY- 6PM PKG 



A convicted con man is back behind bars after he was found ripping people off, saying he can fix tickets. 
Hugo Torres was arrested for pretending to be a Secretary of State worker who could fix tickets. Chris 
Coffey Runs 2:11  
  
SPORTS- MORGAN PARK BASKETBALL PLAYER- CHICAGO- 6PKG-  
One of the top basketball players and scholarship recipient Ayo Dosunmu refuses to stay complacent 
about life, striving to be at the top of his game. He keeps his Nigerian heritage close to him as motivation. 
Mike Berman- Runs 1:31  
  
THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 2017  
CRIME- CREDIT FRAUD- ILLINOIS-430PKG- 
A veteran , Peter  Kelly tells his story of how he got his credit compromised and tried to clear up his good 
credit , but took months. NBC5 Responds contacted Social Security to get his debit card claim. After 
investigating the fraud, the card agency was able to send Kelly a check for 13, 000 dollars. Chris Coffey- 
Runs 2:29  
  
  
  
SPORTS - BEARS FANS-CHICAGO  TRINA- 10PM PKG  
Bears fans gather for the first pre-season game against the Bears and they didn’t disappoint when it came 
to tailgaiting. Security was tight, but that didn’t stop fans from celebrating. Trina Orland0o-Runs 1:30  
  
  
DYER POLICE INVOLVED SHOOTING- DYER INDIANA- LIVE 6A /630/11AM  
A stolen car which led police on a chase ended in a police involved shooting early thursday morning.  
Police say thecae was stolen in the south suburbs, and the case went through several towns before 
crossing state lines and ending in a fatal shooting.  Sky 5 was on the scene soon after the shooting. Mike 
Lorber/Lisa Chavarria- 4:49 
  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- COMMUNITY POLICING -CHICAGO  PKG -  
The Chicago Police Department has released the first draft of recommendations from the 
Superintendent’s Community Policing Advisory Panel as part of the Department’s continued reform 
efforts to rebuild trust with residents and strengthen public safety in every neighborhood of the city. Runs 
1:30 
  
 
GOVERNMENT- TAXES- COOK COUNTY- 430PM PKG –  
 The USDA is says the Cook County Soda tax, taxes soda for recipients of the federal food program, which 
violates the program. It’s the latest in a week full of complaints of being wrongly taxed. - Runs 2:00 
 
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- CRIME-CHICAGO – VO  
 
Chicago police officer was convicted Thursday by a federal jury for tipping off a high school buddy about a 
drug raid, the U.S. Attorney’s office says. 



Officer Ronald Coleman, 46, told his friend’s cousin police planned to search about a dozen homes in the 
North Lawndale neighborhood on the city’s West Side, including the friend’s house, as part of an 
investigation into drug sales, prosecutors said. RUNS :45 
 

POLITICS- DEMOCRATS- CHICAGO – VO /SOT 
J.R. Pritzker announces his running mate for the upcoming  Illinois gubernatorial election. She is State 
Representative Juliana Stratton , while another candidate Tio Hariman chose his running mate Patricia 
Avery. Runs :45  
  
 FRIDAY, AUGUST 11, 2017 
 
CRIME- MANHUNT- CHICAGO/CALIFORNIA- 5PM PKG-  
 U.S. Marshals confirms that a Northwestern professor and his friend from Oxford, England have turned 
themselves in on the west coast.  
Latham Wyndem turned himself in to police in Oakland, while his friend , turned himself in in San 
Francisco.  
This comes after a stabbing in a Chicago condo, in which the victim died. The two suspects have been on 
the run since last week. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 2:07  
  
  
IMMIGRATION- MAYOR SUES DOJ/TRUMP- CHICAGO - VOSOT  
Chicago Mayor Emanuel says he will sue the Justice Department for threats to withhold money given to 
the city of Chicago because Chicago is a sanctuary city. RUNS 1:56  
  
 LAW ENFORCEMENT- VAN DYKE HEARING- CHICAGO 4PM PKG- Today a judge ruled that information 
given to police on the scene of the police involved shooting of Lequan McDonald can be used in the 
trial.The judge says this also includes statements made to the FOP union. Today a spokesman for the 
union testified in the case. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:00 
  
TRANSPORTATION/CRIME- METRA BREAK INS- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG   
METRA police  have put a warning out for commuters on the southside after they have seen a pattern of 
thefts in certain parking lots on the southside.  Ash- Har Quraishi-runs- 1:49  
  
  
NBC 5 INVESTIGATES - WRONGFUL CONVICTION- CHICAGO 6PM  PKG  
 
A wrongfully convicted man from Chicago is asking for justice after he spent time in prison for a crime he 
didn't commit. Now William Carter  wants the state to publicly declare his innocence. Phil Rogers-2:20  
  
  
CRIME- 2 KILLED- CRYSTAL LAKE- 430PMPKG - 
 
Police in Crystal Lake are searching for the father and husband who killed his wife and child in their home 
yesterday. A neighbor describes how he was in the house at the time of the shooting death. Ryan Yarber 
was arrested for the death of his wife and child. Aye Martin-  Runs 1:34  
 
MONDAY AUGUST 14, 2017  



CRIME-WALGREENS SHOOTING- SCHAUMBURG- 10PM PKG  
A man is shot , in serious condition outside a Walgreens in Northwest village of Schaumburg. Witnesses 
say there was an argument and one person took out a gun, shooting the other in the chest. Natalie 
Martinez- Runs 1:53  
  
  
SPORTS- UNITED CENTER BRAWL- CHICAGO- 10PM VOSOT- Organizers cancelled a basketball game at the 
United Center, aimed at keeping peace in the streets.  
Instead, the large crowd got out of hand , forcing officials to cancel the game, and the fights ended up 
outside the arena . Some say it was between gangs. Lauren Petty Runs  1:55 
  
  
  
EDUCATION- SCHOOL FUNDING- CHICAGO/ OAK BROOK- 6PKG  
Today the Governor spoke about bringing leaders to gather following Sunday’s vote to override his 
Education bill. Mary Ann  Ahern- Runs 1:30 
  
CIVIL RIGHTS- SKOKIE VIGIL- SKOKIE- LIVE 5PM/6PM PKG  
40 years after the Skokie KKK clashes, a local rabbi is hosting a vigil in reaction to Charlottesville violent 
protests this weekend. He spoke about the lessons we have and have not learned since the Skokie KKK 
marched in their town. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:21  
  
EDUCATION HATCH DAY – CHICAGO – 11VOSOT  
Today Jennifer Hudson showed up for her annual Hatch Day where she and her foundation give out 
school supplies to kids. Hudson and her sister started a foundation in her brothers name after he was 
killed. Runs :45 
  
TUESDAY AUGUST 15, 2017 
  
CIVIL RIGHTS- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
Hundreds march Tuesday afternoon after the President, in a last minute off the cuff news 
conference blemed both sides for the violence at a Charlottesville demonstration . At that demonstration, 
some brought torches and guns  threatening peaceful protests. Later a woman died when a suspect used 
his car to ram into peaceful protesters. Lauren Petty- Runs 1:49  
  
INVESTIGATIONS- BABY HOPE- WHEATON- 10PM PKG - Wheaton police are asking for the public's 
help involving a homicide of a baby dumped in wooded area. Police, released time forewarded-pictures of 
the suspects, and resisted the plaque and playground built in the name of Baby Hope. Natalie Martinez- 
Runs- 2:00 
  
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- ESTATE SALES- 6PM  PKG-  
A woman calls for help after saying an estate sale company hasn't paid her for her share in an estate sale. 
There are many estate sales companies willing to step in to help downsize, but not everyone is upfront 
about costs. Today some advice on what to look for before you hire an estate sale business. Chris Coffey- 
Runs 2:35 
  
  



ACCIDENT- ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING- CHICAGO - LV 6VOSOT  
A teenager boy accidentally shot himself inside a home daycare facility,where several children were being 
cared for.  
 Police say it's not clear if it was accidental or a suicide attempt. The business on the South Side was 
recently registered as a daycare. the teen was 17 years old. Ash-HarQuraishi- Runs 1:39  
  
  
  
POLITICS- HOUSE SCHOOL FUNDING- SPRINGFIELD- 5PM PKG  
Illinois House gathers to take up school funding , in hopes of passing the Senates override. But the 
House republicans decided to move any type of vote until next week, realizing the Democratsdid not have 
the votes. Mary Ann Ahern - Runs 2:58 
  
  
TRANSPORTATION- RIDESHARE PRICES SKYROKET- CHICAGO-5PM PKG-An accident on the Chicago Transit 
Red , Brown and Purple lines caused a perfect storm of price touching for Uber and other rideshare 
companies. Some people reported costs of 70 dollars for a ride from Lakeview into the Loop, which 
usually costs no more than 20 bucks.  Others reported being charged 130 dollars for a ride to the 
airport, which usually goes for about 40 dollars. Trina Orlando- Runs 2:11 
  
 
  
WEDNESDAY AUGUST 16, 2017  
  
  
ECLIPSE FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED-  WINNETKA  -4PM PKG  
NASA has created tools to help the visually impaired enjoy this year's eclipse. Hadley Institute for the 
Blind  shows us the braille eclipse guide created by visually impaired Nasa engineer. Hadley was able to 
listen to webinar to learn to use other senses to experience the eclipse.  
Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 1:40  
  
  
SPORTS- UC BRAWL – CHICAGO-6PM  PKG –  
After United Center brawl, organizers  of the tournament could move permanently. In an emotional news 
conference the organizers talk about how important this tournament is to the kids and how they gain self 
confidence being able to play at United Center. Chris Hush -Runs 2:00 
  
  
  
 NBC 5 INVESTIGATES- TRANSPORTATION- CHICAGO- 6PKG- 
A man says he was roughed up by a TSA worker when he was searched at the airport in a sensitive area. 
He releases video with his lawyer, saying he needs surgery because of the rough treatment. Phil 
Rogers Runs- 2:19 
  
  
IMMIGRATION- SESSIONS VS. CHICAGO- MIAMI/CHICAGO-– 6PM PKG-  
U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions takes Chicago to task for the high crime rate and immigration policy . 
He bashed Mayor for not following federal law on immigration.  He called sanctuary cities the best friend 



of traffickers and dealers. He called out Chicago for saying they are a welcoming city. This comes after the 
city sued the U.S. for not getting federal funds because they are a sanctuary city.  The Mayor says 
Sessions is wrong factually and legally.Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 2:13  
  
  
THURSDAY , AUGUST 17, 2017 
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- FORD SETTLEMENT- CHICAGO HEIGHTS- 6PM 
Ford Motor Company agrees to pay 10 million to workers after sexual, and racial harassment allegations 
from their Chicago, and Chicago Heights plant. This isn't the first time Ford had allegations facing them. In 
1990's,NBC 5 first brought the story to viewers of women who were also harassed at the plant. Katie Kim 
Runs 2:15 
  
POLITICS- DEMOCRATS STATE FAIR- SPRINGFIELD- 5PM PKG  
It;s Democrats day and Governor Bruce Rauner was on the minds of many who gathered for the annual 
event. House Leader Michael Madigan was at the annual breakfast to welcome statewide Democrats and 
Gubernatorial candidates from the Democratic Party joined in on the festivities. Mary Ann Ahern -Runs 
2:17 
  
TRANSPORTATION- LYFT /UBER REFUNDS-CHICAGO MICHELLE- 5PM PKG 
Uber and Lyft ridesharing programs have agreed to provide refunds to passengers from Tuesday who 
were impacted by charges ten times the average due to high request volume. One rider we spoke to says 
it's only fair, considering some of the fairs which usually cost 12 dollars went for 70-130 dollars. Michelle 
Relerford- Runs  1:30 
  
AIR AND WATER SHOW - GARY- 6PM PKG-  
A preview of the Blue Angels mechanic who came from Englewood and never dreamed he would be 
working to fix historic and modern planes flown by the military. The Blue Angels are in town for the 
annual Air and Water Show  this weekend in Chicago Ash- Har Quraishi-Runs 2:33 
  
SCIENCE/EDUCATION- SCHOOL ECLIPSE -CHICAGO HEIGHTS- PKG  
A local school is sending a group of students to Carbondale on Monday to experience the eclipse at one 
of the best spots to view it in America. Marion Catholic High School students will be heading to 
Carbondale Illinois at 3am Monday morning to drive to Carbondale and today students shared their 
excitement of the upcoming trip- Trina Orlando- Runs 2:09 
  
  
MONDAY AUG. 21, 2017  
  
ECLIPSE- AMTRAK- CHICAG0- VOSOT- LIVE 4A-5A- 6AM 
Hundreds of fans of the eclipse get on special Eclispe Express Amtrak train to see the eclipse later today in 
Carbondale. Some brought telescope and other equitment in hopes of seeing a historic total eclipse in 
Carbondale. Michelle Releford – Runs 7:30 
  
  
ECLIPSE – ADLER- CHICAGO- 6pm PKG 
Lines were long as the Adler Planatarium gave out thousands of glasses before today’s eclipse and then 
hosted a watch party.The kids and parents were very excited about getting the glasses. People from All 
over the world showed up for the historic event. Chris Hush -Runs 2:08 



  
  
EDUCATION- SCHOOL FUNDING- SPRINGFIELD/CHICAGO- 5PMPKG  
The Archdiocese of Chicago has joined in on a last minute push for tuition tax credits as part of a new 
Illinois school funding bill in the House. This change would mean the bill would have to be voted by the 
Senate and comes with no hearing on the subject.. But some say it’s a good compromise the Republicans 
want to pass a funding bill. Mary Ann Ahern-Runs2:26 
  
CRIME- COP TRIAL- 430PM PKG  
Jury selection begins in trial of Chicago police officer Marco Proano who shot into car of teens 
. Prone faces federal civil rights charges for excessive use of force in connection to the 2013 shooting, 
which injured two teenagers.  Charlie Wojciehowski-Runs 2;16 
  
ECLIPSE-CARBONDALE-LIVE 6A /11/12P/ 4P/ 6P –  
Thousands showed up in ISU stadium today to witness the eclipse. Pete Sack was there early to greet 
them when they arrived and was with them to get their reaction during the eclipse. Pete Sack -10 
MINUTES  
  
TUESDAY AUGUST 22 2017  
NBC 5 INVESTIGATES -CRIME- ZYWICKI KIDNAPPING- MISSOURI/JOLIET- PKG  
Tomorrow marks the anniversary of the disappearance of Tammy Zywicki kidnapping.  
State police released a picture of what she might look like today, while stating they are getting closer to 
finding the killer or killers . Zywicki was found dead in Iowa... after traveling school from her home after 
dropping her brother off at Northwestern in Evanston. She was on her way to Grinnel College in Iowa . 
Phil Rogers- 3:11 
  
 CRIME- EVANSTON- CHICAGO- 5pm PKG 
  
Former NU professor Wyndham Lathem praised in letters from supporters, after being  arrested for the 
killing of Indiana man in what prosecutors say was a sexual fantasy killing. Today the police spoke on the 
case and Lathem and co suspect had a court hearing where details of the horrific crime came out. Trina 
Orlando-Runs- 2:30  
  
SCIENCE/HEALTH- ECLIPSE EYE DAMAGE- CHICAGO- 10pm PKG 
 One day after the eclipse, local hospitals report minimal cases of eye problems by eclipse fans. One 
health expert says  you can self diagnose if you've been affected by the eclipse, for instance if you have 
blurry vision or see a dot in the middle of your eyesight. .Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:50 
  
CRIME- BEECHER FATAL CRASH- 4PM/10PM PKG  
The driver of the car which killed a mother and her three children showed up for court to face 16 counts 
of reckless homicide. The family was on the way to bible school when the suspect , Sean Wolfe plowed 
into her car. Today the husband showed up to court to see the suspect. Trina Orlando /Ash-Har Quraishi-
  Runs 4:16 
  
POLITICS: RACIST CARTOON - ILLINOIS-5PMPKG 
 Governor Bruce Rauner is under fire because of a cartoon printed in an Illinois Policy group, 
a  conservative group in which he recently hired to help shape policy and communications for the 
Governor's office. The cartoon shows a black boy sitting on the street begging, while an older white man 



pulls out his pockets, one which was empty and another which had money hanging out with the words TIF 
on it. Some critics are calling the cartoon racist. Today the office responded to the cartoon, causing more 
controversy when it changed its statement several times. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs  2:34 
  
NBC INVESTIGATES- -LAW ENFORCEMENT- IPRA VIDEOS-6PMPKG 
The attorney representing a family killed in a west side police chase crash say videos they reviewed 
contradict police accounts of what happened. Chiquita Adams and off duty officer Taylor Clark were killed 
when their cars collided in early morning hours of Kostner and Roosevelt in June .  Adams' attorney  says 
the video questions whether this was a police chase or not, contradicting the police version of events. 
Katie Kim Runs 1:54  
  
  
  
MILITARY- SHIP ACCIDENT/ILLINOIS SOLDIER- INDONESIA/ILLINOIS- 11AM PKG 
An Illinois soldier is missing from a Navy accident in Indonesia.Logan Palmer from near Decatur Illinois is 
one of the ten victims killed from collision of the USS John McCain. Kye Martin- Runs 1:56 
  
Illinois sailor missing after USS John McCain collides with oil tanker http://nbcchi.com/yGlt9OJ 
  
ACCIDENT- FIRE- GRAYSLAKE-4A/5A/6A LIVE VOSOT 
An overnight fire in the Northern Suburbs of Grayslake injures a middle school student and three police 
officers . Police say the boy was badly burned, and three officers who tried to save residents inside the 
home had smoke inhalation and were treated and released. Michelle Relerford- Runs 4:30  
  
  
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22 , 2017  
POLITICS- RAUNER FIRES STAFFERS- SPRINGFIELD- 6PM PKG    
Only weeks after hiring staffers from conservative group Illinois Policy, Governor Bruce Rauner has fired 3 
staffers and two have resigned. The upheaval partly comes from a controversial cartoon that was in the 
Illinois Policy Group website, which brought claims of racism from critics. Today, the Governor parted 
ways with the staffers and said condemned the cartoon. Mary Ann Ahern 1:30 
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT/HEALTH- CPD SUPERINTENDENT TRANSPLANT- CHICAGO- 10pm PKG  
Today  Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie Johnson spoke exclusively with his son to our Zoraida 
Sambolin about his upcoming kidney surgery. The top cop says it's been a long journey and he's grateful 
to his son Daniel for donating a kidney to him. Zoraida Sambolin- Runs 3:03 
  
LEGAL- CITY LAWSUIT- DANCER- CHICAGO 5PM/10PM   
A jury awards Tierney Darden $148 million dollars in lawsuit against the city. Darden suffered 
paralysis  after an airport bus shelter collapsed on her in 2015. She sued the city, who offered 22million 
dollars as a settlement. But she said that wasn't enough to cover a lifetime in a wheelchair. It's the largest 
civil suit against the city of Chicago. Trina Orlando/Charlie Wojciechowski-  Runs  4:16  
  
  
GAMBLING- POWERBALL JACKPOT- CHICAGO- 6PMPKG  
This week's Powerball Jackpot swells to 700 million dollars for tomorrow's drawing. it's the second largest 
Powerball prize in history, bringing crowds to convenient stores with hopes and dreams of winning. 
Patrick Fazio – Runs 1:35 

http://nbcchi.com/yGlt9OJ


  
  
  
CIVIL RIGHTS- SIGNS STOLEN- EVANSTON/SKOKIE  6PM PKG -  
A rash of thefts of Black Lives  Matter and welcoming refugees signs have been stolen in the North 
suburbs  of Evanston . One neighbor has had to replace her signs several times. Christian Farr- Runs 1:55  
  
  
  
CRIME- STOLEN RACISM SIGNS- WHEATON- PKG  
Surveillance video shows someone has been stealing immigrant welcoming signs in the western suburb of 
wheaton. Neighbors in one area say they've had several signs stolen, but continue to replace them and 
will not be deterred. Chris Coffey- Runs  
  
CRIME/CIVIL RIGHTS- STOLEN PEACE SIGNS - WHEATON- 5PM PKG -  
Neighbors complain that they have had several signs supporting peace and refugees in their town stolen. 
Now neighbors in the western suburb show their security video showing the theft. Police have not made 
any arrests in the case. Chris Coffey- Runs 2:08 
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- - KIDS/HEART HEALTH-4:30PM PKG  
A mother who lost her son to cardiac arrhythmia has made it her mission to educate kids about heart 
health . She is encouraging early  heart screenings. LeeAnn Trotter- Runs 2:03  
  
  
  
 THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 2017 
  
POLITICS- EDUCATION FUNDING AGREEMENT-10PM  PKG-  
4 top legislative leaders, Rauner reach 'historic' school funding reform. Mayor Emanuel supported the 
agreement, speaking in a news conference about how the bill is a good measure for Chicago. Voting on 
the bill is expected early next week. Lauren Petty- Runs 1:52    
  
  
SPORTS/CIVIL RIGHTS- CHICAGO - 10PM PKG  
In support for civil rights and former NFL quarterback Colin Kaepernick, have joined in taking a knee . The 
events in Charlottesville left them feeling uncomfortable about race relations and wanted to do 
something about it. They also wrote letters to NFL Commissioner Roger Gooodell telling him to hire 
Kaepernick. Trina Orlando-Runs 1:50  
  
LAW- WRONGFUL CONVICTION- LAKE COUNTY/ CHICAGO- 6PM PKG  
Mother who was wrongfully convicted in day care death files lawsuit against Lake County officials. Today 
she speaks out after being released and filing lawsuit. Jennifer  Del Prete of Hickory Hills was serving a 20 
year sentence and wasn't scheduled to be paroled until 2025. Today she talks about her sentence and 
how she lost faith in God. Now that she has been released- she is filing a lawsuit.Charlie Wojciechowski- 
Run 2:11  
  
  
  



SPORTS/HEALTH- TACKLE FOOTBALL- HIGHLAND PARK- 11AMPKG  
Highland Park tackles problem of dwindling football enrollment by cancelling tackle football . Residents 
are supporting the Park District's move saying tackle football should not be available until kids get older . 
Aye Martin -Runs- 2:02  
  
  
  LEGAL- DANCER WINS LAWSUIT- CHICAGO-5PM/10PM  PKG  
Dancer paralyzed in O'Hare shelter collapse speaks out after jury awards her $148M. Tierney Darden was 
injured after the shelter collapsed on her. Years after going through surgeries, her family was a lawsuit 
against the city saying Chicago is responsible for a larger settlement. The city is looking into appealing the 
verdict. Charlie Wojciechowski-/Trina Orlando- Runs 1:37  and 2:12   
  
FRIDAY AUGUST 25, 2017  
  
CRIME-FIRE INVESTIGATION-GRAYSLAKE- 10PM PKG   
  
New information from the police say that the grandson injured in this week's fire was shot in 
the  head and that her grandmother suspected in the shooting had committed suicide by jumping off top 
floor of  parking garage. Ash-Har Quaraishi- Runs 1:57 ' 
  
  
GAMBLING- POWERBALL WINNER- CHICAGO/PALOS HEIGHTS- 10VOSOT  
Several weeks after officials learned one winner bought the prize winning Mega Million ticket in Palos 
Heights, the winner has come forward. Today Mega Millions handed Patricia Busking collected her 
winnings, with the Lottery  handing over the giant check worth 393 million dollars before taxes. Runs 1:00 
  
 WEATHER- HURRICANE HARVEY RESIDENTS- CHICAGO- 10PMPKG 
Some Texans are fleeing to Chicago hours before Hurricane Harvey hits their hometown in Texas. One 
family took only several suitcases with their most valuables, in hopes when they return, their homes are 
okay. Others who had families in town have decided to take an extended vacation with relatives while 
they ride out the storm. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:54  
  
  
MONDAY, AUGUST 28, 2017 
  
NBC 5 INVESTIGATES- TECHNOLOGY/CRIME- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG  
School officials and police warn students about online danger after investigating nude photos posted of 
school kids.  
67 schools were identified as having posts of school children that were in nude without their knowledge. 
Even now, after the investigation by NBC5, schools were still learning about nude photos being 
posted.  Okay we get some advice for parents and students on how to protect kids from being 
victims. Katie Kim- Runs 3:06 
  
CRIME- JOLIET DEATH INVESTIGATION- JOLIET -10PM PKG  
A mother and her two kids were found dead by the father today and neighbors expressing their shock, 
held a vigil.  
Neighbors say no one suspected any problems with the family. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:44 
  



POLITICS- EDUCATION BILL-  SPRINGFIELD- 10PM PKG  
Reversing course, Illinois  House passes leader-negotiated school funding deal after failing to override 
Rauner’s veto . This bill has been controversial because for the first time, it allows state money to go to 
private schools. It also took 3 efforts in the House to pass the legislation.  The bill now goes to the Senate 
for a vote. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:24 
  
WEATHER- HURRICANE HARVEY- CHICAGO -10 PKG  
Residents from Texas fleeing Hurricane Harvey arrive at Ohare and Midway before airports close in 
Houston. Some of the travelers talk about leaving, and how lucky they were to get out in time. Others say 
they have no place to stay and have no idea how their house is going to survive the rising flood waters. 
Lauren Petty --Runs 1:32 
  
  
 LAW ENFORCEMENT- EXCESSIVE FORCE RULING- CHICAGO - 6PMPKG 
Jury finds Chicago police officer Marco Proano guilty of excessive use of force in 2013 shooting that 
injured two teens . It's the first time in 15 years an officer faced federal charged for an on-duty police 
involved shooting. Police Dashcam video captured the moment of the shooting.  Charlie Wojciechowski 
Runs 2:02  
  
  
ECONOMY- WHOLE FOODS -AMAZON PRICES-  CHICAGO- 6PM PKG TRINA ORLANDO 
Amazon officially has taken over some Whole Foods stores in Chicagoland, so we decided to investigate 
their claims that they would have lower prices. And indeed they had, with some prices dropping 30-50 
cents on some staples like eggs, butter , bread. Trina Orlando- Runs 2:09  
  
  
  
  
HARVEY- SALVATION ARMY RELEIF- CHICAGO- 4PM   
-Volunteers from the Red Cross and Salvation Army are reaching out to help Hurricane Harvey victims.  
We spoke with one Chicago student who is stuck on campus at Univ. of Houston. She is also an RA so 
she's involved in all the safety matters/keeping fellow students safe. They are surrounded by water.So far 
10 Red Cross volunteers have flown down to Houston to help. Salvation Army crews have donations 
stacking up, waiting for word on when they can deliver the goods. Chris Hush- Runs 2:10  
 
HURRICANE HARVEY- LOCAL FLIGHTS- CHICAGO – 6A LIVE VOSOT  

For now, all flights in and out of Houston canceled today. Both airports there are shut down. The sound 
from stringer is from passengers who were stranded at Houston Hobby when all roads surrounding the 
airport flooded and they ended up on a flight that arrived here at O'Hare. Airlines, including United had 
special flights to get those passengers out. Susan Carlson- Runs 3:00  
  
TUESDAY , AUGUST 29, 2017  
  
CHARITIES- TEXAS HARVEY RELIEF EFFORT- 10PMPKG  
Donations for the flood ravaged Texas residents are coming in from all over Illinois. Broadview firefighters 
are taking in donations, while the Salvation Army and local restaurants are also pitching in. Lauren Petty- 
Runs 2:12 



  
SPORTS/HEALTH- HOSPITAL ROOM DONATION-CHICAGO  10PM PKG 
Cubs superstar Anthony Rizzo becomes emotional talking about his journey and the donation of a new 
Hospital room named in his honor. Rizzo, who suffered from cancer has donated millions to help other 
children with cancer. KYE Martin/ Dick Johnson-Runs  1:54 
  
ECONOMY- GAS PRICES- CHICAGO/TEXAS- 6PM PKG  
The impact on gas prices from Hurricane Harvey is starting to show up in Illinois. Prices have risen in the 
last week due to some of Texas oil reserves shut down due to flooding.Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:41  
  
RETAIL- FLEA MARKET REOPENING- PKG-  
Chicago flea market to reopen more than a year after massive blaze. Today vendors started setting up 
their booths and share smiles and tears remembering the past blaze that demolished their old building. 
Trina Orlando- Runs  2:06  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT-CPD OVERSIGHT LAWSUIT- 4PMPKG  
Attorney General Madigan files lawsuit seeking federal court oversight of Chicago police reforms. Earlier 
this year U.S. Attorney Jeff Sessions said that states did not have to follow previous Dept. of Justice 
decrees for police oversight. Today the Illinois Attorney General , along with Mayor of Chicago is doing an 
end run, asking a judge to force oversight. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:45 
  
  
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30, 2017 
LAW ENFORCEMENT/HEALTH- TOP COP SURGERY- CHICAGO-LIVE 6AM/  10PM PKG  
The surgery  for Chicago's top cop, Eddie Johnson went smoothly. Today Superintendent Eddie Johnson 
and his son, Daniel showed up to Rush Hospital for a kidney transplant. Doctors say the 5 hour surgery 
went smoothly. Johnson spoke to reporters after arriving at the hospital  with positive feelings and 
humor. Doctors later described the surgery and whats to be expected in the recovery.  Emily Florez/ Dick 
Johnson - Runs 7:00 and 2:03  
  
  
NBC 5  INVESTIGATES- HISTORY/CRIME- AMERICAN RIPPER DNA-CHICAGO/PENNYSYLVANIA  10PMPKG-  
DNA reveals the identity of a man buried in the grave of H.H. Holmes,  the man believed to be responsible 
for serial killings during Chicago's World Fair. Holmes, termed as "American Ripper" was responsible for 
killing a number of women in dungeon like apartment in Chicago . After digging up Holmes grave, and 
doing DNA testing on the skeleton , scientists revealed the remains are H.H. Holmes. The great great 
grandson says he is relieved.  Katie Kim- Runs 2:54  
  
  
POLITICS- JACKSON JR DIVORCE- CHICAGO/WASHINGTON D.C. 6PM PKG- 
Former Congressman Jesse Jackson Jr. has renewed efforts in his divorce case to taking statements from 
former Chicago Police Chief Garry McCarthy.  
The lawyers subpoenaed the files of McCarthy in DC. , believing him and other police officials have 
information detailing relations that his estranged wife Sandi Jackson may have had. McCarthy's lawyer 
says he will cooperate with anything the court deems appropriate. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:26 
  
CHARITY- HARVEY RELIEF EFFORTS- BLUE ISLAND -5PM PKG  



While the death toll continues to Rise from Hurricane Harvey, a suburban towing company is sending tow 
trucks and supplies to help Harvey officials. The drivers for W &W Towing says they got called by FEMA 
officials to provide ten trucks to the flood ridden Texas areas. Chris Coffey Runs 1:54  
  
  
ARCHEOLOGY- FIELD MUSEUM - CHICAGO- 4:30PM PKG  
The Field Museum announced they are getting the fossil bones of a giant long necked herbivore from 
Argentina from a group of titanasaurs. Sue, the T-Rex will move to a different location at the museum 
while the newest fossil will be taking over the great hall space, thanks to a 16-million dollar donation by 
local billionaire. Today we get a look at the fossils. Chris Hush-Runs 2:14 
Big changes are coming to Chicago's Field Museum http://nbcchi.com/0Yq5TO6/nbcchi.com/nG458MP 
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- GUN VIOLENCE/GRADUATION- CHICAGO- 11AMPKG  
Today victims of gun violence took part at a special graduation at a rehabilitation center.Two of the 
victims, who have been paralyzed  for several years, are now adults, but received their high school 
diplomas.  They tell their personal experiences of perseverance, and living a new life in a wheelchair. 
regina Waldrop Runs 1:35  
THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, 2017  
  
CRIME- POLICE INVOLVED SHOOTING- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
Police are involved in a shooting with a suspect on the city's Westside Thursday Afternoon. The 
supspect, who takes cover behind a car, reportedly shot at police. A nine year old child is injured by 
shattered glass in the incident. The suspect was able to take himself to the hospital where he is currently 
being treated. Dick Johnson- Runs 1:58   
  
  
ENVIRONMENT- HAZY SMOKE- MCHENRY/LAKE COUNTIES- 10PM PKG-  
An unusual amount of hazy smoke was seen for miles in the northern suburbs, and now we now why. 
Officials say the smoke came as far as Canada from wildfires in the north , with winds taking it down to 
Illinois. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:52 
  
  
  
ANIMALS- ZOMBIE COYOTES- HANOVER PARK- 10PM PKG-  
Police are issuing a warning to residents... be on the lookout for what looks like a stray dog. It's really 
coyotes in the area. Residents say it looks like a  tray dog because it has a manged hair look , but officials 
say these are coyotes that are infected with a disease. Lauren Petty-Runs 1:52  
  
  
  
GOVERNMENT/CRIME- CELL PHONE THEFTS ORDINANCE- CHICAGO-6PMPKG  
A city Council committee is looking at reducing cell phone thefts that have been plaguing the area. A 
reported 14,000 cell phones have been stolen or lost last year in the city. The focus is to discourage 
reselling of cell phones without proof of ownership. The fees against companies that buy these second 
hand cellphones would be hundreds of dollars. Katie Kim- Runs 2:13  
  
  
GOVERNMENT- EDUCATION FUNDING BILL SIGNED- CHICAGO/ILLINOIS-5PM PKG  

http://nbcchi.com/0Yq5TO6/nbcchi.com/nG458MP


Today Governor Bruce Rauner signed the much-debated education bill, which for the first time in the 
state's history allows $75million dollars of state money to go to private schools. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 
2:18 
  
FRIDAY,  SEPTEMBER 1, 2017 
DISASTER- FAMILY SEPARATED/HARVEY- MELROSE PARK/HOUSTON - 5PM PKG 
A family is separated when a mother and son come to visit Chicago suburb andTexas Corp of 
Engineers opens up nearby resevior causing flooding in their home. An interview with the father 
describes how the flood waters came all the way up to their countertops, but praises the first responders 
and volunteers. The mom and son, safe in Chicagoland worry about their family and their home. Lauren 
Petty Runs 1:59 
  
HEALTH- SALMONELLA OUTBREAK- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
Six people are  hospitalized after salmonella outbreak at Chicago BBQ joint on the city's southside. The 
city's health department closed the Best BBQ joint, saying potentially 14 people were sickened by 
salmonella after eating at the restaurant. The business is closed during the investigation, and have not 
commented on the incident. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:02 
   
  
EDUCATION - CHANCE DONATION- 5PMPKG - 
Rap artist and activists Chance the Wrapper announces he will donate 20- million dollars to 20 Chicago 
Public Schools to split. Today he made the announcement days before CPS is expected to open 
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 4, 2017  
 LABOR DAY VIOLENCE- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG-  
Thanks to the Chicago Police Department increase in deployment, violence is down from a year ago. The 
police had more patrols, along with using technology to monitor violence in the city. They also took a 
significant number of guns off the streets and made gang street busts. Lauren Petty-Runs 1:20   
 
  
IMMIGRATION- DACA- CHICAGO-10pm  PKG  
Tomorrow, U.S. Attorney Jeff Sessions is expected to announce changes to the DACA program, known as 
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals. The changes are expected to limit who is protected and who is not 
under the U>S> immigration program. The news has many Democrats and Republicans speaking out 
against the president. Natalie Martinez- 1:47  
  
  
EDUCATION- FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL- CHICAGO- PKG- A Chicago family prepares the night before to get 
their kids ready for tomorrow's first day of school in Chicago. Patrick Fazio- Runs  1:48  
 
  
ANIMALS- HURRICANE PETS ARRIVALS- WAUKEGAN- 6PMPKG-A Group of hurricane dogs arrive in 
Waukegan, brought in by animal rescue group, after Hurricane Harvey hit Houston. These pets 
are ones left in the shelter where owners could not care for them anymore and have given them up for 
adoption. PAWS will now give them medical check-ups and put them up for adoption. Regina Waldroup- 
1:23  
 
  



 ECONOMY- FIGHT FOR 15- CHICAGO- 5pm PKG - On this labor day, groups making minimum wage in 
different jobs come together calling for a raise of 15 dollars an hour. They say that is a livable wage in 
Chicago. A hospital worker and a fast food worker say they can't make ends meet on the ten bucks they 
are making now. There were three separate rallies today to highlight the need for $15 dollars an 
hour. Lisa Chavarria -  Runs 2:03 
  
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 5, 2017 
   
ENTERTAINMENT- CHANCE THE RAPPER- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG-  
Tonight Chance the rapper joined workers at a new restaurant to serve up Chicken dinners raising money 
for Chicago Public Schools youth charity.  Lauren Petty-Runs 1:33  
 
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- RIO CORRUPTION- RIO/CHICAGO- 6PM PKG- Tonight, police in Rio have arrested Rio’s 
Olympic chief  in Brazil on corruption charges for the 2016 Olympics. This impacted Chicago because 
Chicago lost their bid for the 2016 in the first round, which was surprising. Federal officials say Brazil 
bribed Olympic officials. Phil Rogers Runs 2:08 
 
  
EDUCATION-FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL -CHICAGO-5PMPKG  
Thousands of kids showed up to their first day of school, some greeted by the Mayor and Head of the 
Chicago School Board. Some students came with mixed reactions, now that summer is over for them. 
Chris Hush - Runs 1:44  
  
  
IMMIGRATION- DACA PROTEST- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG  
Thousands protest in Chicago after Jeff Sessions announced the end of DACA or Deferred Action for 
Childhood Arrivals. This announcement, while not unexpected, brought Republicans and Democrats, and 
business leaders alike to join the protests saying this plan is discriminatory and un-American. ASH- 
HAR  QURAISIHI Runs 1:34  
 
  
EDUCATION/IMMIGRATION- LOYOLA UNIVERSITY PROTEST DACA- 6PMPKG  
Hundreds of students and faculty walk out of class in protest to President Trump's decision to end DACA. 
Some of the students we spoke to were recipients of the program saying it gave opportunities to 
them. Ash- Har Quraishi- Runs 1:32  
 
  
IMMIGRATION-MAYOR-DACA- CHICAGO-10PM PKG 
Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel denounced President Trump’s decision to end DACA, calling it a betrayal of 
hundreds of children in our country. Mayor Emanuel promises to protect the children in this 
city.  Meantime hundreds hit the street to protest the President’s decision.  Patrick Fazio Runs 1:40 
  
CIVIL RIGHTS- GAY REMARKS- DOWNERS GROVE- 10PM PKG- 
The Downers Grove library board voted out a board member after he made alleged homophobe remarks. 
The board member denied making the remarks, and others came forward to testify that the decision was 
wrong. Dick Johnson- Runs  1:44  
 



WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 6, 2017  
RELIGEON/CRIME- DANIAL MCCORMACK TO COURT- 5pm  PKG  
Convicted defrocked priest Daniel McCormack heads back to court. The state is arguing that he is 
a should be held indefinitely , saying he’s a sexually violent person and should not be let out of jail. Mary 
Ann Ahern-  Runs 1:51   
 
 
CRIME-POST OFFICE BLAST- EAST CHICAGO - 10PM LIVE- VOSOT    
At least 1 injured in East Chicago post office blast, ATF confirms . It happened around 6pm and police shut 
off several blocks around the post office. Investigators from East Chicago, Lake County and the FBI are 
making searches inside the post office to see if any other devices are found. Dick Johnson Runs 1:44   
 
CRIME- SATANIC KILLER PAROLE HEARING- ELMHURST- 5PM PKG- The family of one man who may be 
related from prison is speaking out at the graveside of their daughter. Lorry Anne Borowski was killed by a 
gang of four men decades earlier and now one of the suspects in the case is up for parole. Michelle 
Relerford- Runs 2:29  
 
  
POLITICS- GUBERNATORIAL RACE- ILLINOIS-6 vo  
Daniel Biss announces he is dripping his running mate, Carlos Ramirez Rosa from the ticket after learning 
the two differ widely on Israeli state issues. Biss just announced last week that Ramirez- Rosa was on his 
ticket. Mary  
 Ann Ahern- Runs :30 
  
POLITICS- GOVERNOR RAUNER- ILLINOIS- 6PM PKG  
New study by the Better Government Association reveals that Governor Bruce Rauner, who has been 
touting his grandparents were immigrants, were actually born in Wisconsin. The BGA reporter talks about 
how they got curious every time Rauner did a press conference on immigration he would mention his 
immigrant grandparents, so they did some digging, and discovering his grandparents were from 
Wisconsin.  Rauner later said he meant his great grandparents. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:01  
 
IMMIGRATION- DACA-  ILLINOIS-6PM PKG  
Illinois among 15 states to sue Trump administration over ending DACA or Deferred arrival of Childhood 
Action. Illinois joined other states in the lawsuit, claiming the Trump Administration is discriminating 
against children who had no choice in coming to the U.S. Rallies at Federal Plaza and Loyola University 
against the Administration.  Ash –Har Quraishi- Runs 3:03  
SAFETY- FIRST RESPONDERS IRMA-6PM  PKG 
Illinois first responders from the Red Cross, and Salvation Army, as well as pediatric doctors and nurses 
prepare to leave to Florida as Hurricane Irma gets closer to the Florida Coast. Christian Farr-Runs 1:44  
 
  
WEATHER- HURRICANEE IRMA- PUERTO RICO/CHICAGO- 10PM PKG-One Chicago family is worried about 
their son who is hunkered down in Puerto Rico as Hurricane Irma heads their way. The son 
communicated through Facebook, saying they could not get a flight to Chicago, and is forced to ride out 
the storm at a local hotel. Chris Hush/Trina Orlando- Runs 2:01  
  
  
WEATHER- HURRICAN IRMA- 6AMVOSOT 



As Hurricane Irma heads to Florida after destroying the Island of Barbuda, one father tells us he got a 
flight to Florida to help his daughter evacuate ahead of the storm. Regina Waldroup-  Runs 1:23  
 
 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 7, 2017  
  
 NFL- OPENING NIGHT- CHICAGO- 11PMPKG  
A Chicago bar owner not showing NFL games to support Kaepernick. This announcement came out a few 
weeks ago, so we thought we’d revisit it to see impact of the decision. We looked at a popular 
Streeterville bar which was hoping and then the South Loop Bar which supported the boycott. Some say it 
was as quiet as a tennis match,  Patrick Fazio- Runs 2:00  
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- CHICAGO -5PM  PKG  
A former police officer, shot decades ago has died. Co- workers describe him as a true hero.   Bernard 
Domagala  served on the Chicago police  force for seven years , assigned to the gang crimes south unit 
when he was shot nearly 30 years ago. Domagala died of complications of the shooting,  He was 66 when 
he passed away.  Lauren Petty - Runs 2:19  
 
  
CRIME- THREE DEAD-JOLIET-11PM PKG  
Three bodies are found in a Joliet home with gunshot wounds. It happened late this afternoon at  the 
home. Police don’t believe that the shootings were random. . Lauren Petty-  Runs -1:28  
 
  
  
GOVERNMENT- SODA TAX- COOK COUNTY- 6pm PKG  
An upcoming hearing on the Cook County Soda tax has mounting pressure against the County. Cook 
County President Toni Preckwinkle defends the tax saying  despite opposition, it's helping the 
county. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:34  
 
RELIGION- CARDINAL CUPICH- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
In a one on one interview, Cardinal Cupich talks about the President's decision on immigration, the latest 
education tax breaks from the state and the church looking to the future of youth in the church. Mary 
Ann Ahern- Runs 2:07  
 
 
  
  
 CONSUMER CRIME- EQUIFAX DATA BREACH- 10PM VOSOT  
 
A data breach  of the Equifax credit tracker discovered in July may have affected as many as 143 million 
U.S. consumers. Now we are learning officials of the company sold stock before revealing the breach. 
Runs :31 
  
 
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 8, 2017  
WEATHER- HURRICANE IRMA CRUISE – 10PM PKG   



Woman skips dream cruise out of Irma fears. Jennifer Amundson and her 18 month old son  were 
supposed to be on a cruise from Miami to Mexico. The ship has sailed but she says there’s no way she 
would be on it. She is trying to get back to Chicago from Florida , and American airline said they would 
help move her trip up . Lauren Petty- Runs 1:42   
  
ACCIDENT- FIRE BODY - GURNEE-10PM PKG  
A body was found in the home, the site of an explosion earlier. No identification of the body has been 
released, and the cause of the explosion is still under investigation. The explosion left the block littered 
with debris and sent one neighbor to the hospital.  Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 2:06 
  
  
WEATHER- HURRICANE IRMA- FLORIDA/CHICAGO-6PM  PKG  
Some Chicagoans are hunkering down ahead of Hurricane Irma saying they are hoping for the best, but 
prepare for the worst. American Airlines has cancelled flights for the weekend. Despite the warnings, 
some Floridians are determined to stay in their homes. Katie Kim- Runs 1:24  
' 
  
CRIME ABANDONED BABY- MATTESON- 6PM PKG  
Police are search for 6-week-old baby the say father 'forcefully removed' from south suburban home. The 
baby was found in a car seat next to a dumpster in a secluded area of the southwest suburb.  Police have 
found the baby, and now identified the family members, but no one has been charged at this time. Lisa 
Chavarria - Runs 1:47  
  
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2017  
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- POLITICS- ROD BLAGOJEVICH INTERVIEW- COLORADO/CHICAGO- For the first time 
since going to Prison, former Governor Rod Blagojevich breaks his silence about prison life, his family and 
his future. His Wife Patty also speaks out from here in Illinois about the impact of having a husband in 
prison. Phil Rogers - Runs 6:56 
  
WEATHER- HURRICANE IRMA - FLORIDA - 10PM PKG  
Today marks the first day that U.S. officials got a look at the damage caused by Hurricane Irma.And the 
damage, estimated in the tens of billions is far more destructive than first believed. Blocks and blocks of 
homes and businesses underwater, and destroyed, and many people who only have the shirts on their 
back. Dick Johnson-Runs 1:39 
  
WEATHER- IRMA/AEROCARE- WHEELING- 10PMPKG  
A local crew of hospital and first responders are heading for Flordia today to help care for the young 
babies and children who need medical attention but can't get it, due to Hurricane Irma. Natalie Martinez- 
runs 1:25 
  
CRIME- FREEZER DEATH - ROSEMONT- 10PM PKG 
Over the weekend, 19 Year old Kenneka Jenkins was found dead inside a freezer at the Crowne Hotel in 
the northwest suburb of Rosemont.  The family says she was at a party Saturday night, but had not been 
seen since and was found dead Sunday..  is asking the police and others  at the party why this happened, 
and what took so long for the investigators to tell the family. The police are scanning social media and 
talking to guests about the death, but it has not been deemed a crime at this time. Trina Orlando 
Runs 2:04 



  
  
WEATHER- HURRICANE IRMA- STATE SENATOR- PUERTO RICO/CHICAGO- 6PM PKG  
Illinois state Senator Martinez, vacationing in the carribean during Hurricane Irma tells her story of 
survival. Sen. Martinez credits the people with her with staying strong, and talks about how she was able 
to contact U.S. Illinois Senators Duckworth and Durbin to get help for her family and others stuck at the 
hotel. Lisa Chavarria- Runs 1:40  
  
IMMIGRATION- SANCTUARY CITIES - CHICAGO- 6PM PKG  
City of Chicago attorneys appear in court for first time in lawsuit against Department of Justice. Chicago 
attorneys say the Department of Justice has no right to threaten withholding of federal money used for 
crime- fighting because Chicago has proclaimed themselves to be a sanctuary city. Mary Ann Ahern/Kye 
Martin Runs 2:18  
  
  
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2017 
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- POLITICS- BLAGOJEVICH- COLORADO-PKG  
Former Rod Blagojevich delves into his case, never admitting that he committed any wrongdoing that 
sent him to prison. The former governor gave an exclusive tv interview, talking about everything from 
lessons learned to his future in prison. Phil Rogers- Runs 5:19  
  
ANIMALS SHEEP AND GOATS AT OHARE- 5PM VOSOT 
The Department of Aviation released sheep and goats on O’Hare land for grazing. the annual event helps 
keep the grass around the airport down. The animals are taking care of the mowing duties near the 
runway, munching vegetation around the airport. Marion Brooks- Runs 1:30  
  
  
TECHNOLOGY- NEW IPHONE- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG 
Apple released news about the new iPhone that is the most expensive iPhone ever produced. With all the 
bells and whistles, which are plenty , the price tag is more than a thousand dollars..  The new iPhone uses 
facial recognition to  unlock the phone, doing away with the home button. And the charging will be 
wireless . Along with the iPhone ten comes the new iPhone 8 and 8 plus with a camera upgrade. LeeAnn 
Trotter- Runs 1:30  
  
  
CRIME- CAR STOLEN- OAK BROOK  – 10pm PKG  
Hurricane Irma evacuee's car, filled with keepsakes, stolen in Chicago's west suburbs. She had made it 
safely to Oak Park to escape Hurricane Irma and stay with family. But she had found someone had stolen 
her vehicle, filled with keepsakes from her Florida home. Police have not found the suspect or car at this 
time. Ash- Har Quraishi- Runs 2;06    
  
ANIMALS- HEALTH- INFECTION OUTBREAK- 10PKG 
THE Center for Disease Control has announced that  puppies sold at Petland to multi-state infection 
outbreak. One woman who bought one of those puppies in Illinois has fallen sick to Campylobacter 
infections. Illnesses began last September through September first. Symptoms from the infection include 
fever, cramps nausea and vomiting.  
Trina Orlando – Runs 1:56    



  
ANIMALS - SKUNKS- VERNON HILLS- 6PM PKG  
The  north suburbs have an unusual problem with skunks. So the city of Vernon Hills has decided to pay 
residents to trap skunks. One resident who had his dog sprayed by skunks say it takes weeks to get the 
smell out and he welcomes any help in ridding the skunks. A local animal trapper says the increase in 
skunks this summer is due to the increase moisture and water . Lauren Petty -Runs 1:49  
  
  
GOVERNMENT- TAXES- COOK COUNTY- 5PM PKG  Opponents of the Cook County beverage tax rallied 
outside the Thompson center, as the board prepares to consider repealing the tax. Mary Ann Ahern-= 
Runs 2:33 
  
WEDNESDAY , SEPTEMBER 13, 2017  
  
NBC 5 INVESTIGATES: POLITICS- EXCLUSIVE GOV. BLAGOJEVISH INTERVIEW- COLORADO-10PM PKG 
The former Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich talks exclusively to our reporter Phil Rogers about his 
thoughts on politics, President Obama and President Trump. Blagojevich is serving a 14 year sentence for 
corruption charges.  It's the first time the  former Governor has spoken on camera since being in 
prison. Phil Rogers - Runs 3:37  
  
  
CRIME - FREEZER DEATH- ROSEMONT- 10PM PKG  
A last minute vigil takes place outside the Crowne Hotel in Rosemont for Kenneka Jenkins, who was found 
dead in a freezer. The mother says she expects to see surveillance video tomorrow from the police. 
Meantime, protesters say the police haven't been upfront about what happened and they want 
immediate answers. Police say a dozen people have been interviewed, , and 47 cameras are being 
analyzed.  Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:04 
  
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES - CIVIL RIGHTS- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG 
A Second City former actor accused the national theatre company of discriminating against him.  Scot 
Morehead claims he was subject to racial harassment during the running of A Red Line Runs through it. 
He claims he endured violent threats and racial slurs. Second City says it works diligently to ensure a  safe 
and collaborative working environment .  Chris Coffey- Runs  2;05 
  
  
  
GOVERNMENT- BEVERAGE TAX - COOK COUNTY- 4pm PKG  
A  decision on whether to repeal Cook County's controversial sugary beverage tax has been delayed. the 
judge says he will make a decision on Friday. Cook County Preckwinkle says the tax is 
necessary for the health of residents and for the Cook County health system who treats people 
with diseases like obesity caused by sugary drinks. but a protest outside the Thompson center is calling 
for the tax to end, saying it's unnecessary and a money grab. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:09  
  
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2017  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- 5PM PKG  
One Rogers park non profit is going beyond their neighborhood , with a goal to end hunder and improve 
economic development. Volunteers at Just Harvest help learn about raising their own food. One of the 



volunteers has become a full time worker after years of helping out. Others appreciate the knowledge 
they get from the owner, who gives back to the community Sabrina Santucci- Runs  1:19  
   
CRIME- FREEZER DEATH INVESTIGATION- 10PM PKG  
Protesters gathered outside the Crown Hotel in Rosemont after questions emerged about the death of 19 
year old KeneekaJenkins  , found dead in a freezer last weekend. The family has hired an attorney and is 
asking for the release of the video to confirm what police say was an accident. Hotel officials have offered 
to pay for the funeral of the victim, and offered their condolences. A local activist says he has seen the 
video and says it looks like the victim was drunk an day have walked into the freezer by herself.Natalie 
Martinez- Runs 2:24  
   
ENVIRONMENT - BAD ODER- GLEN ELLYN- - 10pm LIVE PKG  
Putrid stench hangs over west suburbs, residents say. The Glenbard wastewater treatment authority says 
they are aware of the odor, they say is caused by living organisms. They say they have been working with 
disinfectant sprays to minimize this problem and held a meeting tonight to explain efforts that are being 
made. Trina Orlando/Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 1:56   
  
CRIME/DATA-Equinox breach - CHICAGO 10PM PKG  
A Chicago law firm has filed a class action law suit against Equifax, in the wake of a massive breach 
impacting the personal information of millions of Americans.  
Security experts say this isn’t a one and done issue. It could take years to get your credit safe. Chorboy 
and Demetrio has filed a class action lawsuit in the case . Dick Johnson- Runs 1:52  
  
  
HOMELESS- VIADUCTS HEARING- 5PM PKG 
A judge listened to testimony today on the fate of homeless residents who face  eviction from under Lake 
Shore Drive viaducts. Homeless advocates say the city has not done enough to help those that will be 
forced out, but the city says they have offered shelters for those who have set up tent cities 
under the viaducts. The city says they have to move the homeless group so they can fix the aging bridges 
.Chris Coffey Runs- 5:04    
  
  
POLITICS- MAYORAL RACE- 6PM VOSOT  
New information emerged today that an exploratory committee has been  formed for potential Garry 
McCarthy run for mayor, He has not confirmed the committee but new documentation that was 
filed with the clerk’s office became public. Today Mayor Emanuel was asked about it. Mary Ann Ahern -
Runs :40  
  
ACCIDENT- POLICE CHASE- LAGRANGEJ/CHICAGO- PKG  
Several schools were placed on soft lockdown following a police chase which ended up in the an accident 
in the western suburb of LaGrange. Two suspects were caught after a suspected robbery in Chicago which 
led police on a chase to Lagrange. The suspects crashed their vehicle and were later apprehended. 
Runs Trina Orlando – Runs 1:25  
  
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 15, 2017  
  
CRIME- 4 KILLED - CHICAGO- 10PM  



Police  confirm four people, including a woman that is pregnant were shot dead Friday night. Witnesses 
say a car pulled up, many shots were fired, and four people were killed. Police are not saying what the 
motive is yet, but witnesses say there has been a lot of shootings in the area and that gang issues seems 
to be the problem. Patrick Fazio Runs 1:56  
  
  
ACCIDENT-FREEZER DEATH INVESTIGATION- ROSEMONT- PKG  
The attorneys for the family of Kenneka say the video released by the hotel to the family today does not 
tell the whole story. Today the police released security video to the family and the 911 calls . Keenka was 
found dead in a freezer almost a week  ago after going to a party at the hotel . in the video you see the 
victim stumbling alone , but cannot see her going into the freezer .Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:19 
  
CRIME- STORE ATTACK - CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
The police are investigating an attack of a store clerk on the city's North side. Video released by the 
perfume  store shows a man in the store pretending to shop and then lunges for the clerk and chases her 
out of the store. The clerk was able to get away, but the suspect is still on the loose. The clerk is asking for 
the public's help in finding the man before he does something to someone else. Tina Orlando/Lisa 
Chavarria-  Runs 1:38  
  
POLITICS- MADIGAN TO RETIRE- ILLINOIS- 6pm PKG 
Several big names, including current lawmakers, and suburban officials to replace the current Attorney 
General Lisa Madigan. Today, Madigan announced she will not run for re-election but did not say what 
her plans are afterwards. Mary Ann Ahern – Runs 2:30  
  
IMMIGRATION-CITIZENSHIP CEREMONY- CHICAGO- VOSOT  
After 21 years of duty, Chicago police officer Hector Alfaro has become a United States Citizen. Alfaro is a 
detective with the Chicago Police Department. Today he took the oath along with a dozen others in a 
naturalization ceremony in Chicago. Runs 1:00 
  
  
IMMIGRATION- SANCTUARY CITIES - CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
Today a judge ruled Attorney General Jeff Sessions cannot withhold money from cities in the US whom 
identify as sanctuary cities for immigrants. Chicago had sued Session and the US government for 
threatening to withhold money if they don't assist federal agents in catching immigrants. Patrick Fazio – 
Runs 1:47  
  
  
HOMELESS RULING- CHICAGO - 5PM PKG  
Today a judge ruled against a group of homeless residents who have been living in a tent city underneath 
north side viaducts. The group was ordered to vacate their tents so the the city can renovate the bridges 
in the area. The city says they have offered alternative housing sites, and shelters, but the residents say 
there's not enough r 

 MONDAY SEPTEMBER 18, 2017  

 
SPORTS/CRIME- FOOTBALL PLAYERS CHARGED- WHEATON- 10PM PKG-  



Five football players charged in  a 2015 Wheaton College hazing incident . The players face felony charges 
for forcing a freshman teammate from his dorm and dropping him off at a ballfields in a hazing incident. 
Patrick Fazio- Runs 2:05  
  
 
RELIGEON/GOVERNMENT- PLAINFIELD- MOSQUE VOTE- 10PM LIVE VOSOT- 
A town council votes to allow a mosque to open in their town after initially rejecting the plan. Residents 
complained saying the council was treating the islamic group differently from the Christian group which 
was in the same location but had closed down. Chris Hush- Runs 1:00 
 
 HOMETOWN HEROS- OAK PARK NURSE- OAK PARK- 4:30PM PKG   
A nurse from Oak Park is a hometown hero for performing free health screenings at a local pantry. The 
American Heart Association honored Nurse Donna with a national award for her selfless efforts in giving 
back to her community. Art Norman- Runs 2:05  
  
 
BUSINESS/ECONOMY- AMAZON PITCH- ILLINOIS/SEATTLE- 5PMPKG  
The full court press is underway for Illinois to lure Amazon officials to bring their second headquarters to 
Chicago or other parts of Illinois. Governor Bruce Rauner and Mayor Rahm Emanuel are sending a 
delegation to check out the needs for Amazon in hopes of bringing thousands of jobs to Illinois. Both 
today discussed the amenities that this state brings. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:18  
  
HOUSING - HOMELESS ORDER- CHICAGO- 6AM- VOSOT  
Homeless people living in tents under viaducts, are forced to leave the area this morning under a judge's 
order. The attorneys for the homeless call the  decision a slap in the face. The city wants the homeless to 
leave the area so they can repair the bridges, and add a bike lane on the street. They offered to move th e 
homeless. Susan Carlson Runs- 1:36 
 
  
TUESDAY , SEPTEMBER 19, 2017  
 
  
CRIME- FOOTBALL PLAYERS CHARGED- WHEATON- 6PM PKG  
Two of five Wheaton College football players turned themselves in today, after being charged with 
felonies after what they are calling a hazing prank . One of the players is the son of a famous former NFL 
player. Today the attorney for Noah Speilman says his client already did his punishment, the college, the 
NCAA did an investigation and new charges came from out of the blue.  
Many questions surround the charges as the investigation continues. Natalie Martinez/Ash-Har Quraishi -
Runs 2:05 
 
  
DISASTER- EARTHQUAKE- PILSEN/CHICAGO - 10PMPKG  
Local Mexicans  were glued to the tv at a local restaurant after learning about a 7.1 magnitude 
earthquake in Mexico City. Some had been trying for hours to try and reach their relatives. It's been 
difficult because cell service is out in Mexico . Chris Hush- Runs 1:58 
 
  
 



COMMUNITY - HISPANIC HERITAGE- CHICAGO-4:30PM  PKG 
A Little Village store owner helps celebrate Hispanic heritage with a unique shop that helps residents get 
in touch with their roots. Sabrina Santucci- Runs – 1:48  
  
 
NBC5 RESPONDS- CONCERT REFUNDS - CHICAGO- 10PM  PKG  
After Northerly Island concert evacuation, fans still struggled for refunds. Eight more viewers have come 
foreward after seeing our repport, asking for help.  Lisa Parker- Runs 3:00  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- CHARITY/VOLUNTEERISM- ILLINOIS- 6PM PKG  
A group hat's been around for decades is seeing a shortage of volunteers. Big Brothers/Big Sisters is 
looking for help with volunteer mentors. There are more kids in need than mentors. Today we profile one 
mentor who says it's not only made a difference in his life, but in his little brother's life as well. Christian 
Farr- Runs 2:05  
 
POLITICS- ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE- ILLINOIS- 5PM PKG  
A look at who's running for Illinois attorney general, who's not. Today Scott Drury announced he is 
dropping out of the Governor's race to run for the Attorney General race. But Sheriff Tom Dart from Cook 
County says he will not be running. Current Illinois Attorney General announced last week she will not be 
running for re-election , Mary Ahern- Runs 2:12   
 
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 20, 2017  
 
WEATHER/DISASTER / PUERTO RICO/CHICAGO 10PM PKG  
Chicago wait anxiously for word from family in hurricane battered Puerto Rico. Communications has been 
knocked out by the high winds, and with the pictures of flooding and destroyed homes, many relatives 
back here can only hope and pray their families are okay- Chris Hush - Runs 1:57 
 
 
DISASTER- EARTHQUAKE- CHCAGO/MEXICO- 10PM PKG  
The Mexican community prepares to send all types of help for victims of this week's earthquake which 
toppled schools and buildings. The Pilsen community has many connections to the area in Mexico hit by 
the earthquake. Patrick Fazio- Runs 2:57 
  
CRIME- DEATH INVESTIGATION- BURR RIDGE- 430PM PKG  
Woman dies at a west suburban health club, and police say her body not found for two days . Now an 
investigation into the Lifetime Fitness company and staff is underway. Her son talks about his mom and 
the tragedy which happened at the fitness center. Ash Har Quraishi- Runs 1:43  
   
  
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATIVE-  - DECK PRODUCT- PLAINFIELD 10PM PKG  
Homeowners say deck product is damaging their backyard investments. The Home Depot Behr deck 
product is popular for many people, but one family shows how the finish started to chip and peel almost 
soon after they completed  their deck project. His deck which is only 5 years old is already starting to rot. 
Home Depot has offered to refund his money, but victims says they have filed lawsuits saying Behr and 
Home Depot doesn't live up to promises. Chris Coffey: runs  2:31 
  



  
RELIGEON- LOCAL SCHOOL EXPANSION- CHICAGO- PKG-  
Parishioners of St. Matthias School had raised more than a million dollars for their school which was 
becoming crowded because of the number of Catholic school closings. But when they reached their goal 
for the expansion, Cardinal Cupich put a halt to it, angeringg parishioners and the priest. Now there are 
questions as to why the stoppage and what will happen to the money that was raised. Mary Ann Ahern- 
Runs 2:22 
  
POLITICS- ILLINOIS ATTORNEY GENERAL -5PM  PKG 
 Attorney General Lisa Madigan’s decision  not to run for reelection has brought a number of posible 
candidates in the Democratic side. Today State Senator Kwame Raoul confirms he's running for Attorney 
General, adding to the list of potential candidates on both sides. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:12  
 
 
NBC5 INVESTIGATIONS- LAW ENFORCEMENT - CHICAGO- 6PM PKG  
As many as 20 more Chicago Police "code of silence" cases may be coming to court. New allegations have 
emerged against a crew of rogue Chicago police. Fifteen more people have called for their cases to be 
overturned..  Many of them claim they were framed in  separate but familiar stories against Ronald Watts 
and other police officers. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:16 
  
 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 2017 
  
DISASTER/SAFETY- MEXICO/CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
Despair rises as rescue crews try to save survivors under the rubble following an earthquake two days 
ago. The slow process has many praying for help. Back hear, chicagoans who have relatives down talk 
about how there homes and lives are ruined. Patrick Fazio- 2:03 
 
  
WEATHER- PUERTO RICO HURRICANE CLEANUP - CHICAGO/PUERTO RICO- 10PMPKG 
Power is still out days after Hurricane Maria blew through Puerto Rican Island , destroying buildings and 
lives along the way. Locally relatives who have been trying to get in touch with their relatives say the 
island is in need of so much, it seems hopeless for many of them. Trina Orlando Runs 2:17 
 
  
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 22, 2017 
 
 
CRIME- CATNAPPER- CHICAGO – 10PM PKG  
Family says surveillance footage shows their cat nabbed by strangers . The cat was outside in the front 
yard when two people walked by and the cat started following them. The two picked up the cat and took 
off. The family hopes the two people thought the cat was a stray, sees this report and returns the 
cat.Trina Orlando- Runs  1:53 
  
CHARITY- EARTHQUAKE RELIEF- CHICAGO - 10pm PKG  
Singer of 'Despacito' hit gathers supplies for Puerto Rico at Chicago concert . The rap group Daddy 
Yankee  asked concert goers to show up with bottled water and other goods to help victims of the 
Mexican earthquake which has killed hundreds . Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:19 



  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE-EDUCATION-  SUMMER OF LIFETIME PROGRAM-  CHICAGO – 4PM pkg  
Making a Difference: Charter school gives students a taste of what they can expect in college . A program 
called summer of a lifetime is available for eligible students at Noble Charter Schools network, exposing 
kids to the college experience. Allows kids to experience college life while still in high school for six 
weeks. LeeAnn Trotter. – Runs 1:58  
  
CRIME/CIVIL RIGHTS-SIGNS STOLEN - GLEN ELLYN- 5pm PKG  
The sign caper has struck again. A man is seen on surveillance video stealing  messages of peace. 
These welcoming signs for refugees in the west suburban town of Glen Ellyn have been stolen in the last 
few months. One group that supplies the signs, says they have had to replace over a hundred signs in the 
nearby suburbs. Michelle Relerford- Runs 2:31  
 
MONDAY, SEPT. 25, 2017  
 
RELIGION - BARBARA BLAINE DEATH- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG -  
The face of the SNAP program- Survivors Network against Abusive Priests has died. She recently left the 
program due to her health. She helped elevate the issue and was a constant voice for those abused by 
Catholic priests. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:37  
 
GAMBLING- QUEEN OF HEARTS DRAWING- MORRIS- 10PM PKG  
A lottery at a local VFW  has grown to a million and a half dollars- and took months to find a winner, until 
tonight. We spoke with the couple that won the small town lottery after they learned the news. Dick 
Johnson - Runs 2:01  
 
PUERTO RICO PASSENGERS- CHICAGO/ PUERTO RICO- PKG  
Passengers return home to Chicago after being trapped on Puerto Rico following the hurricane there. 
They share  their experience. Also local residents are pitching in with social agencies to collect goods for 
people still stuck with no food or water on the island. Trina Orlando 1:42  
 
 
TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 26, 2017  
 
SPORTS- WHITNEY YOUNG FOOTBALL- CHICAGO-4PM PKG  
The Whitney Young football team has been shut down because they didn't have enough players to field a 
team. This announcement comes just days from playing  from Homecoming. The decision was made 
because of injuries to the players and lack of eligible players. Chris Hush Runs 2:12  
 
CRIME- NILES NORTH HAZING- SKOKIE- 10PM PKG  
Details scarce for parents, students after Niles North hazing allegation. Tonight family with football 
players were seen arriving and leaving the police department after the school announced that the Varsity 
football program has been suspended due to an investigation into a hazing incident. Dick Johnson- runs 
1:52    
  
SPORTS- CUBS FANS- CHICAGO - 10PM PKG  
Fans spent the day getting sports memorabilia and watching the game tonight at Wrigley Field  in hopes 
that their team clinches the division tonight. But the Cubs lost to the St. Louis Cardinals leaving the 
opportunity to another day.  Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:53  



 
ANIMALS- LAKEVIEW RATS- CHICAGO- VOSOT  
Chicago Streets and Sanitation will begin using a spray to kill off the rat population which seems to have 
grown in the area in the last few years. Neighbors say they rats are hanging out in alleys where the 
garbage sits out. Runs :45  
 
WEATHER- RECORD TEMPERATURES- VO  
Chicago hits a record high temperature for the seventh consecutive day of an unprecedented heat wave . 
Residents enjoying the lake  are loving the hot weather this fall season, saying they will take this over the 
cold winter months that will be coming soon enough. Kale Dionne- Runs :47  
 
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 27, 2017  
 
SPORTS- CUBS CLINCH DIVISION- 10pm PKG  
For the second year in a row, the Chicago Cubs have clinched the Central Division Title, sending them to 
the post season.  They did this on the road in their game against the St. Louis Cardinals. The celebration 
went from the field to the locker room where players were greeted with Champagne on ice. Mike 
Berman- Runs 1:11 
 
OBIT- HIGH HEFNER- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG 
Hugh Hefner, iconic founder of Playboy, has died at the age of 91. Hefner had a huge influence in 
Chicago, opening up the first Playboy club, and offices. A former Playboy bunny and socialite spoke in 
glowing terms of her old boss. Lisa Chavarria- Runs 2:52   
  
 
TRANSPORTATION/DISASTER- PUERTO RICO FLIGHTS- 10PM PKG  
The first  United Flight from Puerto Rico lands at O'Hare, with passengers greeted by the Mayor and the 
Red Cross at Ohare airport. The passengers tell their stories of the week they were trapped in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Maria. Trina Orlando- Runs  2:24  
  
DISASTER- THEATRE OWNER STUCK IN PUERTO RICO- PUERTO RICO/WILMETTE- 6PMPKG  
A theatre owner from Skokie has been stuck on  the Island of Puerto Rico since the Hurricane Maria 
struck . Today she spoke to her family through Facebook live, talking about her life trying to get a plane 
back to the United States. She shares her experience of the devastation on the island, and the frustration 
with not having communication with her family. Chris Hush- Runs 2:00 
  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- POLICE OFFICER/FLAG- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
Two Chicago police officers face discipline after taking knee and putting their fists in the air, and posting it 
on social media. A political activists asked the officers to join her in taking a knee, and then had a picture 
taken, posting it on Instagram. The two officers will be reprimanded because they were in uniform 
making a political statement. Patrick Fazio- Runs 1:57  
  
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 28, 2017  
 
HEALTH- CELEBRITY DISEASES- 10PM PKG -  
Julia Louis-Dreyfus announces she has breast cancer. Local health official says even though she's one 
of  millions who has the disease, having a celebrity come out with the news helps bring others forward for 
screenings and openness about the disease. Patrick Fazio-Runs 1:44  



  
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT/CIVIL RIGHTS- COP REPRIMAND-CHICAGO -10pm  PKG  
 A  Chicago police officer has been reprimanded for his sign supporting Trump. The Chicago Police 
department has a rule about not being in uniform and taking political signs, so the officer was 
reprimanded. Today, people who know the officer says they are disappointed in his stance. Trina Orlando- 
Runs 2:07   
  
POLITICS-CONGRESSMAN CONVICTED- CHICAGO -  5PM vosot  
Ex-U.S. Rep. Mel Reynolds guilty on 4 misdemeanor tax counts. Reynolds, who represented himself in this 
week’s trial says he is a victim of a witch hunt. But today he was found guilty. :31    
  
POLITICS- - ABORTION LAW SIGNED -4PM  PKG  
Governor Bruce Rauner  has signs legislation allowing state health insurance and Medicaid coverage for 
abortions , causing major shifts from  anti-choice groups. In a news conference today, the Governor 
announced he signed the bill, saying he believes that women should have a right to their own bodies. 
Today's bill goes a step further than most abortion bills, allowing Medicaid coverage for abortions and 
sending a message that they will fight federal laws against abortion. Mary Ann Ahern-  Runs 2:09    
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- ENVIRONMENT - NUKE PLANT REMAINS OPEN- MICHIGAN-CHICAGO - 6PM PKG  
Nuclear plant on Lake Michigan to stay open, despite past claims that they were going to close. The plant 
has had several incidents including  one where radioactive waste got into Lake Michigan.  CHRIS COFFEY- 
RUNS 1:40   
  
CIVIL RIGHTS- BEARS - PACKERS- 10PM PKG  
In a move of solidarity with other NFL players, the Bears, Packers lock arms during national anthem. 
This  issue has been growing across the country . Some players have taken a knee, while other players 
have locked arms, s supporting  civil rights. But some fans say they don't want politics in their sports 
and beloved the move is against vets and law enforcement. Runs 1:42   
  
  
HEALTH- MENTAL HEALTH BRACELETS- OAK PARK- 5PM PKG  
Oak Park has started a movement to have people with mental health issues to wear bracelets, in order to 
help law enforcement recognize potential issues when they arrive on the scene. One family who uses the 
bracelet has an autistic child and wanted to make sure the police knew when they arrived what they are 
dealing with in the case. Law enforcement in the western suburb is getting training on how to work with 
mental health cases on their calls. Regina Waldrop- Runs 2:00 
  
ENTERTAINMENT- HEFNER DEATH- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG 
Former Playboy icon Hugh Hefner started his roots in Chicago. A former Playboy bunny shares her 
experience with the man when he was here in Chicago. Lisa Chavarria-Runs 2:53  
  
 
 
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 29, 2017  
 
CRIME- CHICAGO RIPPER- ROSEMONT- 6PM PKG  



Today we learned that convicted killer and member of the Chicago Ripper crew had his parole hearing 
postponed. The family of Lorry Ann Borowski who was abducted, raped and killed  came forward today to 
beg to keep --- in jail for killing their daughter. Chris Coffey- Runs 1:30  
 
  
DISASTER- PUERTO RICO HURRICANE - PUERTO RICO/CHICAGO- 6PM PKG  
A family breathes a sigh of relief after seeing a message on tv from their family in Puerto Rico. They had 
written the message on their rooftop asking anyone who saw it to call their family in Chicago and let them 
know they are okay. The family saw the message on the news and talk about their relief after a week of 
concern.  Lisa Chavarria Runs  2:37  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- MARATHON CHARITY- CHICAGO- 430PM PKG 
Many runners in the Bank of America Chicago Marathon are raising money for an  important cause. One 
south suburban woman is taking this race on a personal mission. To give back a a community 
organization. Katie Kim- Runs 2:37  
  
 
TRANSPORTATION- IPASS TRANSPONDER RULES- ILLINOIS – VO 
Today Illinois Department of Transportation announced they are increasing fines to twice the cash rate if 
you don't have a transponder attached to your car going through the IPASS lanes. Currently, when a 
driver goes through a toll without a transponder, the tollway checks to see if the license plate matches an 
I-PASS account holder. If that's the case, the agency charges the I-PASS rate. the new change was 
announced this week. Runs   1:00  
‘ 
CRIME - SEX ASSAULT- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
Police are looking for a suspect who hit a woman on the back of her head, forced her into her apartment 
and tried to rape her. A witness walking her dog, saw the suspect , confronted him and he ran away. 
Police ask that people be vigilant an dewlap in apis.  
There has been an increase in crime in the Lakeview neighborhood which has neighbors very concerned.  
Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:48  
 
  
POLITICS - KENNEDY ENDORSEMENT- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
Today ,former  Chicago Mayoral candidate and Bernie Sanders state chairman  Chuy Garcia endorses 
Chris Kennedy for Illinois governor. This is a big step for Kennedy who is expected to close in on the 
Democratic Gubernatorial opponent J.B Pritzker. Both candidates announced their latest endorsements 
this week. Why are endorsements important? Because they bring foot soldiers to the race to get the 
votes. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:27 
  
  
 
 
 
 


